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Editorial

Wow! What a talented bunch
EPOC are!
Since the last issue, EPOC have
added another four British
Champions, (even though one
was running for EUOC at the
time!) Two at the long champs on
the sand dunes, in foul weather
at Braunton Burrows, Devon,
and two at the Skelmersdale
Sprint championships.
Multiple M60 champion Jonathan
Emberton is our feature runner
this issue.
It’s another bumper edition with
43 pages! There’s lots of EPOC
news from the recent committee
meetings, as well as a lot of
event round ups. Thanks to all of
you who answered my questions about your runs.
One of the themes that has
seemed to run through many of
the articles and interviews I’ve
undertaken is the social side of
Orienteering, or more crucially
the lack of it.
Most of our profiled runners
have all mentioned the great social aspects of the club, but
pointed out that this was less
than in the past. Whilst it is clear
that the older members have
their walks, runs and rides, there
is very little for those members
who spend their days working
for a living. To address this the
committee have come up with
some very exciting ideas to get
EPOC to be a more cohesive
club, where the membership
actually knows each other.
I have to admit at times I am
emailing some of you and I don’t
know what you look like, I wonder if we have actually met? Do
you know your fellow EPOC
members? Hopefully these new
ideas will change all that.
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Chairman’s Chat

also co-ordinating club relay teams more officials in place so please
for the JK, British and any other re- consider if you may be able to help.
Since the last Epistle we have had 2
lays.
Remember that jobs can be shared
committee meetings and the AGM
between 2 people and/or you can
but no events. Rod Shaw and Linda Last Sunday 7 EPOC members atrequest support from a mentor if
Hayles stepped down from the
tended the YHOA controllers (and
you like.
committee this year and we thank planners) course kindly organised
them for their invaluable contribu- by Mike Cope (CLARO) and run by Don’t forget we have an EPOC
tions over the years. Connor Smith Tony Thornley (AIRE). This was a
WhatsApp group which any memhas voluntarily been elected onto
great turnout of EPOC members
ber can join and can be used for
the committee this year so we look and more than any other club with any purpose such as social chat,
forward to his enthusiasm and
everyone finding it to be interest- updates about events, seeking
fresh ideas. He already has a few
ing and informative. There are oth- planning/organising advice etc. If
ideas on the go which you will read er pre-requisites to be licensed as a you would like to be added to the
about later.
controller with some attendees
group then please contact Laura
already having more of these than Harrison. We also have a Facebook
Quite a lot was covered in the last
others, however it means we have and Instagram page which are regcommittee meeting on 10th Novema number of potential planners
ularly updated.
ber and this will be covered elsewith the skills required to plan a
where in the Epistle.
The next committee meeting will
Level C (Regional) event.
be on 12th January 2022 so if you
In October a good number of us
We will shortly be having 3 events have anything you would like the
ran for the club at the re-scheduled
in close succession – Honley on
committee to discuss then please
2020 Compass Sport Trophy final
28th November and then Newmil- let a committee member know.
at Tankersley. EPOC was able to
lerdam Night and Middle Distance
field a strong team resulting in us
I know it’s a bit early yet but I hope
events on 18th & 19th December. At
coming 2nd overall which is the best
you all have a lovely Christmas and
Newmillerdam we will be trialling
result we have achieved for a very
New Year!
our new entry system including a
long time. Well done to everyone
card reader for payments.
for their contribution to this result
Emma
and to Rod for organising the team. Events for 2022 are shaping up well
Rod will now be stepping down as and thank you to everyone who
Compass Sport Captain and Con- has already offered to take on an
nor will be taking up this job in his official role. It is great to see so
new role as ‘Team Captain’ which
many different names taking on
will include Compass Sport and
these jobs. We do still need a few
Congratulations to the following members of EPOC who climbed the top step of
the (virtual) Podium for the British Long
Distance Championships , British Sprints,
YHOA Middle and YHOA Sprints, & the
YHOA Urban League!
Jonathan Emberton M60L & Alasdair
Pedley M21E British long Champs
Dick Spendlove M75A & Judith Goodair
W80A British Sprint Champs.
Simon Martland MSV, Roy Lindsell MHV
& Judith Goodair WHV Yorkshire Sprint
Champs
Guy Goodair M85, Rod Shaw M80, Keith

Sykes M75, Simon Martland M55, Julie
Couch W 60, Emma Harrison W45, Aly
Brook W35, Laura Harrison W20 Yorkshire Middle Distance Champs.
The following EPOC runners were on the
podium too.
Laura Harrison 3rd W20E & Judith
Goodair 2nd W80 British Long Champs
Ben Carter M40B 3rd, James Logue M50A
3rd, Keith Sykes M75B, 1st, Rod Shaw
M80 3rd, Laura Harrison w20A 3rd, Megan Harrison 3rd W Open B & Arabella
Woodrow 3rd W65B British Sprint
Champs

Mike Pedley MSV 3rd, Richard Payne MUV
3rd, Jackie Page WUV 3rd. Yorkshire Middle Distance Champs.
YHOA Urban League
Simon Martland Men’s Super Vet, Arabella Woodrow Women’s Ultra Vet, Judith
Goodair Women’s Hyper Vet.
Megan Harrison Women’s Open 3rd,
Richard Payne Men’s Ultravet 2nd, Gill
Ross Women’s Ultravet 3rd & Guy
Goodair Men’s Hyper Vet 3rd.
If I have missed you out many apologies,
but I think I have tracked you all down.
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Catching features
It’s Renewal Time!

The clocks have gone back and the
woodland paths are carpeted with
leaves. This can only mean one thing – it
is time to renew your membership of the
British Orienteering Federation and of
East Pennine Orienteering Club.
All memberships lapse on the 31st December and all non-members will not
only miss out on receiving Epistle and
other club information on a regular basis
but perhaps more importantly will automatically be charged £2 extra to enter
any event through the on-line entry systems that we shall be using. In addition,
non members will not be able to run for
EPOC in any inter club competitions.
Renewal is easy through the BOF website but please remember to join both
BOF and EPOC at the same time. There
is a significant amount of work involved
if members try to renew the two elements separately. BOF automatically
passes the EPOC fee through to us.
Members who already pay by direct debit need take no action.
EPOC membership is really good value
at £7.50 per senior and £2.50 per junior
(M/W 20 or under).
Can I thank the dozen or so members
who have already renewed and encourage everyone else not to delay.
David Morgan – Treasurer and Membership Secretary.

The social side.

EPOC is a great club with great
people so we wanted to think of
a way to bring these great people together to get to know each
other better, make friends and
have a good old time. We currently have a plan in place to
implement a EPOC Social Coordinator, this job won’t involve
very much work at all and will a
role of overseeing but not organising anything specifically.
Next on from this we will be
looking for volunteers to come
forward to the Coordinator and
offer to run one of two activities.
1.) Social runs/ walks followed a
visit to a local pub, these would
be run on a weekend where
there is no orienteering event to
occupy us and can be done once
every 1/2 months.

2020 to January 2021
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EPOC’s Event News

have one and it is really on it's last
legs

We have had a good response to
people coming forward as event
officials which is great. If anyone
would like a mentor then this can be
arranged.
We have new planners and organisers who have paired up for the first
time with either another first timer
or a more experienced mentor, this
is a great way to help people understand the strange and complex
world of getting an event up and
running. We will extend this Mentor
program into the future so anyone
wanting to plan or organise for the
first time, but is unsure about doing
it on their own, can get in touch and
ask for a mentor. It a great to way to
make your first experience an enjoyable one.
In other event news the club
will soon be able to provide live results at events.
We will be trialing our new card
reader for entries for Newmillerdam.
We will have our first club champs
under a revised format on 2nd July
2022 - with a handicap system, anyone really can win this.
The club is ordering 2 new start
clocks (start and call up) as we only

MapRun - old maps will be reinstated on the website for training purposes. The beacons don't work after
a year of going live but the courses
can still be run for training.
POCs people are looking at their
adopted POCs and there will be
some work to do around this. We
are looking at POC control plates
with QR codes to take people to the
EPOC website.

2) quiz nights, the volunteer quiz
master would put together a
series of questions the quiz
would then be hosted over
zoom (with everyone but the
quizmaster on mute). The role of
quizmaster would change to
different volunteer every time to
keep the questions fresh and
maybe to change up areas of
expertise. These would also
hopefully run every 1-2 months.
So we need your help EPOC!
If you'd like to be the EPOC Social Coordinator email the club
email to let us know also if you'd
like to be a host or a either a
social run/ walk/ pub day or if
you like to
host a quiz
night again
email the club
to let us know.

Other Committee
News
Connor Smith is now the club 'Team
Captain' and will co-ordinate Compass Sport Trophy and also club
relays teams for JK, British etc.
The club will soon have a google
drive for document sharing, e.g.
event/area information

EPOCs
recruitment drive
If you have any ideas of a place
where EPOC could recruit new
members from, for example a
school, community group or
sports club ,then please send the
club an email of your idea along
with some thoughts on how we
could implement a strategy to recruit members and what some of
the barriers
might be.

he Only Way Is Up
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Catching features
Masterplan Adventure invites you to the first-ever
Christmas Cup
Four days of orienteering in central
Scotland between Christmas and
New Year. As it's normally a quiet
time in our sport's calendar we decided that maybe there were people
out there looking for some orienteering fun!
Tuesday 28 December 2021 - Friday 1
January 2022.
Online via SiEntries. Entry limit 200.

British Orienteering Seeks a
Performance Pathway
Director.
The role will suit a values-driven people
person with experience of involvement
in world-class performance programmes
and outstanding leadership credentials.
Apply here: (or search BO website)
NEED SOME CLUB KIT?
There hasn’t been sufficient interest to
generate a new order for club tops.
Your editor would quite like one of
these new tops, so come on folks get in
touch with Dan so he can get one!
These tops do look really smart and are
really comfy according to those who
have them.
As a small club it is impractical for us to
hold a lot of stock. Instead, we tend to
collect orders and then periodically
order what people want. This time we
are looking at getting some O-Tops for
anyone who would like to purchase
them and also as a club meeting the
minimum order and keeping some for
stock.
2020 to January 2021
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wear in a range of sizes
(although not all sizes)
that people could arrange to try on. With
restrictions lifted and
SYO do have a few
events coming up so it
may be possible to arrange something with
her for people to try
shoes if needed.
EPOC
have joined a growing
number of orienteering
clubs in joining the
NViiStr8 Club Scheme ,
which is free for clubs
to join with no minimum order commitment. As some of you
will already be aware
through other advertising, NVii offer a range of orienteering shoes and Str8
sell compasses. This
equipment has been
designed by orienteers,
for orienteers and the
UK distributor is Mary
Fleming (SYO).
The way the scheme
works is that the club
will be given an order
pad once a quarter to
take any orders. Any kit
ordered through the
club will qualify for a
10% discount and in
addition to this the club
will receive 5% cash-

back from NViiStr8. If
your shoes fall apart in
between orders and
you can't wait for the
next club order then
you can still order directly and get a 10%
discount as a member
of EPOC but the club
won't get the cashback
in these circumstances.
Postage has to be paid
for all orders which is
approximately £5/pair
of shoes but becomes
proportionally less
when more pairs are
ordered and posted
together.

We have not had a recent catalogue, but
these will be circulated
when received from
Mary Mary is based in
Sheffield and has a
small supply of foot-

Additionally she is able
to post out 'try out'
shoes but requires a
£50 deposit/pair of
shoes, fully refunded
when they are returned
and return postage
would have to be paid.
If you order shoes that
end up not fitting as
required then there will
be no problem with
them being replaced,
the only requirement
would be that you
would pay return postage to send them back
and the new pair would
be sent out with free
postage.

Prices are hopefully going to be around
£25 per O-Top and these are from the
same supplier as last time.
Please send all enquiries to Dan at:
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com or
07411255946
*Also don’t forget you can order Quarter Zip Tops or Gilet at Zapkam Club
Shop search ‘EAS’ to find the shop or
follow the link:

Down Down
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Catching Features
EPOC club stores...

The Scarf family have hosted the
EPOC stores (free) for many years in
our barn and are happy to continue
doing so, BUT some folk think we are
a bit too close to the Lancashire border?
Maybe you know of somewhere, a bit
more cosmopolitan, in the heart of
West Yorkshire? Less remote, possibly with a lock even?
You probably won't get the tea + cake
that we offer orienteers (if we catch
them in our barn!), but you may have
a shorter journey.
To lighten the load, there's a few
items EPOC would like sell/give to
worthy causes. Can you help us?
We've some orange plastic fencing, 3
old tunnel tents and 2 heavy duty
wooden stiles which are currently
swinging from the roof. It's many

years since any of these items were
used, so maybe you can think someone who can use them. Ideally for a
few pennies!
The Scarfs are waiting in anticipation

Event Help

There are a number of events
coming up over the next few
months. It makes the organisers’
job much easier if folk volunteer.
That way you can often choose
your job. It’s also a great way for
you to get to know members of
the club. Watch out for the google
sheets that have been circulating!

EPOC TikTok, YouTube &
Twitter,

about events, MapRuns etc
There are posts about events at
neighbouring clubs as well as bigger
events.

We still don’t have a TikTok or
YouTube presence, so any budding
filmmakers out there what are you
waiting for?

It’s one of the many places to find out
what EPOC is up to. It is not well used,
but is getting more so.

Also we have a Twitter account, but it
hasn’t tweeted since 2019. So if that
was you and you want to pass it on,
again contact through the usual channels.

There is the opportunity to ask about
the club, as well as share your orienteering news.

Social Media involvement

EPOC Instagram & WhatsApp

If you want to get involved with
EPOC’s social media, get in touch
through the usual channels.

Laura Harrison is building EPOC’s social
media presence on Instagram.

So give EPOC a follow if you’re on
Insta’.
Also if you have any photos from
send them with some background
information (place, race) to
lnicoleh1106@gmail.com
for them to be featured on the EPOC
Instagram. It is greatly appreciated.
Contact Laura Harrison to be added
to the EPOC WhatsApp Group.

We use the
group email
account for
lots of communications
so it’s important to
look out for
these.
Everything
about the
nitty gritty of
the club is
on the website.

Don’t forget
that there is
If you’re on Facebook, then go over to an EPOC
the EPOC page, give it a like or follow. page on
Strava, so you can upload your trainThere’s often some late news posted
ing runs and races to the app.

EPOC Facebook
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Catching Features
Covid Safe Orienteering - Update:
British orienteering have many links
on their website. (Search Covid on
BO website if reading a paper Epistle)
The rules in Wales, Scotland, and
Northern Ireland are different.

November
Update

Event Safety Course
Introducing Orienteering Course

There are now several E learning courses available via the
British Orienteering website.

These are listed below. They would be
very useful for organisers, planners,
teachers and any interested party.

To sign up for one of these course register via this weblink:
https://british-orienteering.nimbleelearning.com/

Introducing Orienteering for Secondary Schools Course
Introducing Safeguarding
Course

British Orienteering
Webinars November

However there were two mapping
webinars held at the back end of April
and on May 4th. All the materials have
been archived here.The webinars
went from beginners to more advanced mappers. Including comparing OOMap and OCAD.
Looking at LIDAR mapping (see image above right), and Q GIS as well.

The courses look very useful for any
budding mappers out there.

At present there are no new announcements regarding upcoming Webinars
from the BO website. Emails are sent
out if you are registered for them

2020 to January 2021
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MapRun Update
EPOC MapRun Nov Update:

There is a small carpark next to the
recreation Ground on Jim Lane.
An excellent event.

The details, maps and secriptions
for the Paddock MapRun Activity
have been added to the EPOC
website.

This is our first event since the resting
period. We also have a couple of other events up our sleeves, that will be
coming online in the future. Remember they are there to be
used.
We now have a legacy that surpasses our Permanent Orienteering Courses. I shall attempt to get
out there as part of my training.

This is an area of Huddersfield
including parts of Marsh and
Gledholt Wods.

Maps now allow the two-finger
rotate gesture.
Various minor changes and bug
fixes. Full details on the website.
https://maprunners.weebly.com/
MapLink – a MapRun series run
by Orienteering Victoria (Australia)
– was a finalist for Sport Initiative
of the Year in the VicSport Awards
A new release of MapRun6 is availfor 2020. A total of 2140 local
able: Version 6.4.2.
mapruns were recorded during
It adds:
Melbourne’s lockdown last year –
Spanish
great work Debbie Dodd and team!
Italian
https://vicsport.com.au/…/finalistsRussian
announced-for-2020-vict…
Polish
https://
Lithuanian
www.vicorienteering.asn.au/ovs(to the existing French, German,
maplink-initiative-…/
Hungarian).
Very little from MapRun themselves in this issue.

Line courses now display controls
with both the sequence number in
the course and the Control Id. For
example 4(35).

“What is a Virtual Orienteering
Course?
A Virtual Orienteering Course (VOC)
is a set of checkpoints spread around
a park or town, created for you to
complete and capture with your
smartphone or GPS watch. Together
with a map showing where they all
are, with the right App your
smartphone can magically become a
brilliant orienteering device and be a
map, a compass and a timer all in
one.” More information at:
https://www.goorienteering.org.uk/

Review Control
Reminder

It is better to know you were only 10 metres off than 30. In most cases of Rev40 and
above we now disqualify people because it
is unlikely they actually were in the right
If you have completed a
place. Rev100 is desperation! If in the past
course, and found one
you have mispunched and didn’t know
To check a mis-punch click the three bar
control would not bleep, this simple guidabout the above I think you can still go back
menu at the top right of the app.
ance should get your run reinstated.
to the event and update your result.
Take the review results option.
If your track looks like a seismic earthquake
This will display the controls on the right of
After your run you may be shown as mischart you should make every effort to
the screen and a box will show against the
punched and you know or thought you
make sure you achieve a good ‘gps lock.’
went to every location ok. This is not unu- relevant problem control or controls. Click Go to Troubleshooting GPS issues in Strava
sual and there is the opportunity to check. the boxes and change the tolerance on the Support where it has more specifics in relaThere are several reasons why things have left to 10 20 or 30 and then click the Submit tion to different phone models. For more
a Revised Result button at the bottom of
gone awry other than your mistake. The
info on phones go to the MapRun website.
the screen. Hopefully your result will be
map may not be 100% accurate and you
http://maprunners.weebly.com/phoneupdated correctly. With regard to the tolerwere in the right place on the map but the
settings.html
map is not exact in relation to the satellites. ance settings I like to start at a low level as
Richard Payne
the numbers relate to how far you were
The signal may be too slow or affected by
away from the GPS location of the control.
vegetation or buildings.
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EPOC Fixtures
EPOC Events 2021-more details @ https://www.eastpennineoc.org.uk/ Also
for other fixtures @ https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/event_diary
Date

Event
Name

Level

Venue

Nearest
Town

Organiser

Planner

Controller

As with all events, all EPOC events are subject to government guidelines on Covid 19, and any protocols deemed by the
governing body, and /or the organisers. Please check before you travel in case the event is cancelled at the last minute.
Paddock

Huddersfield

Regional

Honley Woods

Huddersfield

YHOA Night
League

Regional

Newmillerdam

Sun
19/12/21

Regional
Event

Regional

Sun
10/04/22

YHOA Urban
League

Sat
23/07/22

YHOA Urban
League

November 2021

MapRun

Sun
28/11/21

YHOA SuperLeague

Sat
18/12/21

Activities

TBA

TBA

TBA

Details on
t’website
Neil
Croasdell

Simon
Martland

Jonathan Emberton

Wakefield

David

Gill Ross

Emma Harrison

Newmillerdam

Wakefield

David

Gill Ross

Emma Harrison

Regional

Akroydon

Halifax

Neil Croasdal

Lindsay
McMillan

Richard Payne

Regional

Lindley

Huddersfield

TBC

Jackie
Page

TBC

Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!
Daniel Sutcliffe at Golcar Urban event.

Apologies to Dan as I got his name wrong in the last Epistle!

Top Tip: Set your calendar reminders for when pre entry opens and enter the event. With restrictions less rigorous, entry slots should be available, but some events have a number limit.
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Member Profile-Jonathan Emberton
Member Profile
Jonathan Emberton

fun. A clever combination that! My
mum and sister got roped in and it
became a family sport. By 18, Squad
Jonathan first went to a Come And
membership, some continental tours,
Try It event in the early 1970s. He
winning the JK, and many team relays
was noticed by a local legend at
looked a good Palmares but some of
school.
the other juniors of that minibus stable
Jonathan was drafted into the school went on to much higher International
team. Training on Cannock chase
honours - Dave Peel, Steve Palmer,
was a time of social fun. His mum
Wendy Lightfoot, Liz Dunn (Jackson
and sister got sucked in and Orient- now) Andy Kitchen, Jon Duncan, Matt
eering became a family sport.
Crane. To show the lasting impact of
He was hooked. He is currently Brit- this, there were 4 medalists at the
ish long and middle distance champi- Braunton British race with a Walton
on at M60.
background!
Jonathan winning M21L Torver Low
Common, early 90s.

You went to university in Sheffield,
famed for its long history of orienteering, was this part of your reasoning for
going there!?
No question! There seemed to be a
natural progression. Sheffield was a
great place to live, train, socialise (and
study). I'd started riding by then and it
was a reasonable pedal over the Peak
District from Stafford. Tim Tett, Nick
Lightfoot, Steve Hale.. lots more inspiration. Minibus trips, a big club grant
from the Union, Endcliffe Park intervals, Wednesday afternoons in Rivelin
and Eccleshall Woods. Another golden
period!

Jonathan at YHOA Sprints 2015
Pic Steve Whitehead

their kids as well. This energy seemed
to generate a lot of coaching and training activity. This well spring of motivation isn't as obvious in the club, and
wider O community at the moment?
There was a time in the 2000s when you
took part in a lot of Adventure Races,
what was the attraction, and what highs
and lows do you remember?

Your early orienteering was with Walton
Chasers founded by the legendary Peter
Palmer, and of course on the doorstep of
Cannock Chase, some of the best terrain
in centre of England, how did you start
and what can you tell us about those
early days? (Highs, lows, the learning
curve, family commitment)

I started to explore Multi-Sport, the
Kiwi version of Adventure Racing, during our year living, working and orienteering there in 1995. It was far more
developed there and when I came
back, it didn't take much to persuade
Phil Scarf that we'd do well with the
blend of map work, fell running,
mtbing and kayaking (if we learnt how
to do that).

No question, Peter as a teacher, coach
and friend changed my life! A neighbour took us to a series of CATI "Come and try it" events. Walton Chasers were using different small parts of
the JK 1972 map of the Chase, the first
well surveyed, colour, O map of the
area. Peter noticed and realising I was
actually at his school, asked me to join
a trip to the British Junior Championships in Margam, South Wales. Minibus
trips, sleeping on village hall floors,
camping, turning up on Sunday morning without an idea of where you were
heading with a mix of 11 to 18s, teachers and parents. I was hooked! We had
regular Saturday morning training sessions on the Chase contours which,
looking back, were really well structured - we got a lot better- but
seemed at the time just more social

It was an exciting period because every
year seemed to produce new race variants from 5 hr scores, 5 stage weekend events to 6 day expeditions. It was
You then ended up in Calderdale, and
a small community but really buzzing
EPOC. I remember 30 years ago, you
and we did well. I won a lot of gear in
planned lots of technical courses, ran
that period, most of which I still use,
coaching events, and you trained a lot!
and we ended up qualifying for and
How have these things changed/ evolved doing a World Championship in Scotover the years?
land. Phil and Jackie have continued
In my early days with EPOC, I'd hardly right through to now but I ended up
finding it physically too tough and the
orienteered for 5 years. Work, riding,
music and some pretty hard socialising mental resilience to keep going in Endurance events in tough conditions is
saw me drift away a bit. When Beth
something I just seemed to lose. I'm
was born in 1989, we just sort of relit
sure that doing a Bob Graham and
the O passion as a family friendly acwinning a KIMM /OMM Elite Mixed
tivity. At the time, there were a lot of
adults in the club who were really mo- race wouldn't have been possible
without the years of Adventure Racing
tivated to improve. Lloyds, Goffes,
preceeding them.
Noots, Hydes, OBriens, Pownalls,
Scarfs, Williams. This involved a lot of
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Post race weekend meal Trois Jours en Le
Sud-Ouest Carcans Maubuisson 2001
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Jonathan continued
Adventure racing includes Cycling, which
is another string to you bow. You off
road as well as on. You even set up Cragg
Velo bike services. What sort of cycling
adventures/racing have you done/do you
do?
Riding and the beautiful machine that is
the bicycle, have been a big part of my
life since my first paper round Raleigh 3
speed. I could go on but it's enough to
say I have never lost the love and if it
does wane, there is always another
flavour of the sport to enthuse you.
And remember, "this machine fights
climate change! " and as Chris Boardman reminds us, "it's a solution hiding

Jonathan on his fundraising bike ride
for the Yorkshire Wildlife Trust.

in plain sight! "
You fell-race for Calder Valley Fell Runners, excelling in events including navigation. Many orienteers are not keen on the
fells, and many fell runners are not keen
on navigation. The sports seem compatible, why do you think there is less crossover than one might think?

Looking at the British Orienteering ranking lists, you had your best points scores
in around 2010, why do you think that
might have been?
Strength! The previous 15 years of endurance based competition and training were just inevitably building up
such a solid foundation. The Calder
Valley Fell Runners Saville Park speed
endurance sessions were a regular diet
then as well. As usual, the more map
work you do the better you get technically so it was a good combination. In
2011 I decided to capitalise on being
first year 50 (like this year as a first year
60) and really only focused on racing
performance over orienteering distance. This worked with JK, Northern,
Midland titles, 4th at the Scottish 6 Day
and England selection. I'd have won the
British but ran into a barbed wire fence
the week before! Of course, I now realise I'd been storing up problems biomechanically and at the end of that great
year, I virtually ruptured my achilles and
to be honest the rehab from that took
so long and with the loss of spring you
get when it's healed, I've never been as
fast again.

Jonathan sets off on a relay race time ??

execution. This means you can use your
running pace more effectively. Also,
looking at progressograms (see the
coaching article) this year, I've been
able to accelerate away from people in

White Rose Relay Medal winning team
early 1990s

the last 1/3 of races and this gives you
the confidence that making a mistake
early on won't be too costly and you
relax.
You have been orienteering for a very
long time, what changes, good and bad,
have you seen in the Sport?
Better maps! E punching. Results that
don't arrive 2 weeks later in a stamped
addressed envelope. BUT... fields of 100
in M21 are a thing of the past and juniors without a family virtually absent. .
Learning the technical skills as a beginner adult is also so hard that becoming
competitive is slow. This puts many
potential new recruits off. I love the
sport but I fear for it

The Orienteering demographic is
changing drastically, what do you see as
This year you have been highly successful the future of orienteering and it's surin Championships (congratulations!),
vival as a competitive sport?
coming home with Long and Middle DisMmmm. Tough problem. Some of what
tance National titles, as well as Northern
Park Run has, whatever that is. It could
and Yorkshire long titles. How do these
be that travel becomes so much less of
titles compare to when you were middle
a sustainable option that local and redistance British Champion at Haverthgional is the focus. Clubs have to
waite in 2010?
Jonathan at a fell race relay-Navigation leg
strengthen and become more local and
It's been the year I'd planned after
Pic Al Whitelaw.
social. Remember, the secret my junior,
COVID, where I just got really motivat- university and early EPOC period were
I think fell running looks too tough to
ed after all of the disruption (even
combining the social with the sporting.
many Orienteers and I think many Fell though I loved MapRun Richard!) Also,
Runners are genuinely intimidated by
after sciatica took my left calf muscles
Age Class: M60
navigation. What I think unites them,
out at the start of 2020 I'd basically re
Retired Early from teaching
and cycling, is their basis in community, learnt how to run from scratch. So, 2021
amateur, club based organisation
has probably been more satisfying and Road Cyclist, off road cyclist, cycle
repair man, fell runner, adventure
where the administrators and organis- taken more to achieve. I've also had a
racer. Inflatable Kayaker (the Kayak
ers are also the participants. This con- technical mantra all year which is to
not Jonathan)
trasts with the corporate (expensive)
make every leg I run 'Orange' if I can,
worlds of triathlon, sportives, adventhat is, as simple a technical standard as Caravanner, former drummer,
Granddad, Eco-Warrior.
ture and obstacle races.
possible in terms of route choice and
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Set your Boundaries
UNCROSSABLE and
CROSSABLE
BOUNDARIES.

controller have decided in the spirit of
fairness that the wall is uncrossable.

You might be able to crouch through a
hedge shown as uncrossable. Don’t!
With orienteering seemingly back in full You are cheating and gaining an unfair
advantage.
flow it seemed a good idea to revisit
those line features on the map that are Sometimes features are mapped for
great to follow, but not so great to
safety reasons like the water features.
cross over, as your crossing could be
You might think you can get across a
illegal. Here Controller Richard Payne
body of water but if shown as above.
explains what these boundaries are all Don’t!
about!
The main areas not to be crossed, particularly in relation to Urban maps, is
shown as olive green. This might include someone’s lawn and albeit tempting has to be avoided.
In wooded areas there may be areas
which have the Purple hatched symbol.
There is a reason. A landowner may not
want people crossing his land or it
might be some plant or nesting bird that
needs protection. You, as an orienteer,
have a duty of care to avoid such areas.

A mapped gap is a legitimate way
through the feature. If you see a gap on
the ground but not on the map then it is
unacceptable to cross.
A path shown through vegetation or an
olive-coloured area is ok.
Clearly bridges across water features
are acceptable routes.
Note passable walls. They are half the
thickness of uncrossable ones.
Where there are black circles on one
side it generally means the wall is higher
and therefore more visible from that
side.
Obviously, a marked route through an
out of bounds area should be taken as
the way through such an area.
If a building is shown with a lighter grey
colour, then there is a canopy and a
possible route through to the other
side.

This article is written particularly for
newcomers but is also a useful reminder for even the most experienced oriBuildings are a definite no in relation to
enteers as it has a significant bearing on go through. Yes, Auntie Freda might live
both planning and controlling
there but if it is mapped as a building
then it is out of bounds. (I heard that
These are the main Uncrossable
someone walked right through a MorriBoundary Symbols. Competitors
should not attempt to cross these fea- son’s in a Ripon street race once! ed)
tures.

Symbols showing where you can cross
the Uncrossable. Competitors can
cross these features.

Control location and dibbing
There is a natural urge, if you see a control, to take the straight line to it. If this
involves crossing an uncrossable feature like a wall then don’t do it. You
should always read the control description to make sure you are approaching
the control site legally.
Quite often we get situations where it is
tempting to punch a control illegally.
This is more of an issue today when
most of us are using the new SIAC dibbers. If you see a control, say on the
North side of a hedge and you are on
the south side it is not acceptable to
wiggle your dibber hand through the
These are all mapped for a reason. To
hedge to try to dib. You are taking an
tell the competitor not to go into or
unfair advantage, especially compared
over these features.
to someone without a SIAC dibber. A
If there is a wall or fence (as the symbol At the top of this legend we have a stile good Planner/ Controller should make
sure such an advantage is not possible
shown above) between a road and say or gate symbol.
and move the control to a better locaopen area and you feel you can easily
Below is the purple crossing point sym- tion.
climb it. Don’t! The mapper, planner and bol which might be a stile or ladder.
2020 to January 2021
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Setting Goals
Goal Setting

the Leader in Running Fitness course
Many of us in EPOC are what might be I did recently.
called journey (wo) men orienteers.
So with this in mind here we go!
We participate to the best of our ability and enjoy a “trot” out. Others in the One of the first places you could
start is setting yourself some goals. I
club have gone onto great things, in
like to see these as three stranded.
fact EPOC currently has at least four
current British Champions at varying Performance goals, Outcome goals,
distances, as well as a plethora of for- and Best Result goals.
mer British Champions. Even you edi- All goals you set yourself should be
tor has a few trophies from winning
SMART.
some short course British Champs racSpecific
es.
Measurable
But what if that journey(wo)man actually wants to do better? Where do they Attainable
start?
Realistic
Well there are variety of things they
can do… get some coaching, do some
fitness training, or practice some
sports psychology.
For the coaching, current British M60
Champ Jonathan Emberton, has written some informative articles for the
Epistle, there are also some interesting
resources on the British Orienteering
website, https://
www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
Get_Active , and the website, https://
betterorienteering.org/ which offers
some great tips.

Timed.

Seathwaite Tarn– wiki

Now I have to look at what is preventing me from being at that current level
of performance?
Here goes:
Lockdown weight: carrying an extra
10Kgs of weight slows you down, especially on the uphills!

Its no use me saying I want to be British Champion as my goal. I fall down at
several hurdles, or should that be knee Fitness: Or should that be lack of fitness?
deep tussocks?
Training regime: or lack of it.
Orinteerability: How good is my orienteering at the moment?

Behaviours: have I got the right set of
behaviours?
Lets take an actual example of how
this worked for me in recent weeks. I
saw that the British Championships
were to be at Braunton at the beginning of October, I decided to set my
Whilst being British Champion is spe- self the goal of a podium place on the
cific and to a degree measurable, at my M55 short course, my arthritic ankles
current level it’s certainly not attaina- wouldn't be up to doing a long course!
I knew who my rivals were, Andy
ble any time soon, unrealistic, and
when am I going to be British Champi- Sykes and Dale Padgett, both of whom
are pretty fit, accurate orienteers.
on?
So in sports psychology the key is to
set small realistic attainable goals.

In terms of fitness training, there are
so many things that could be done,
perhaps you could write an article for
the next Epistle about your fitness regime? I know I don’t do enough, and
could do with some more intense
training, rather than relying on a few
steady runs in a week.
Finally there is sports psychology. I
studied this as part of my Outdoor
Recreation degree as well as doing a
dedicated course in sports psychology
in the late 90s. It’s something that I
thought I should revisit, as the techniques I learnt still hold true to this
day, and many were touched upon, in
2020 to January 2021
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I have always been a safe ( as in line
features are my friend) orienteer, I can
be quick, but never usually quick
enough to bother the top 10 in recent
years. I’d like to get back to the top 10
on blue. That’s quite specific. It’s also
measurable. So when by? Next month
is unrealistic, but by the end of 2022 is
actually realistic and attainable, and
timed. Realistic as I have had top 10
placing before on blue courses.
So that’s my ultimate goal set, my performance goal. So now I have to set
my outcome goals, the steps I need to
achieve to actually get to that level of
performance, but what will my best
results be on that path?

(Continues…)
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Setting Goals
In order to do well at Braunton I needed
to set some outcome goals, and look at
how each outcome strand needed a
SMART goal.
Target One: Strengthen ankles.
I have been given some loading exercises
(Specific) by my physiotherapist, and
each night before bed should be doing
these exercises, 20 lifts per ankle.
(measurable), any more is too much
(realistic)
So these must be done daily. (timed)
Target Two: Lose weight. Easier said
than done now retired, I used to easily
do my 10,000 steps a day at school, and
had a very light lunch. Now I tend not to
do anywhere near as much. So I cut back
on the biscuits, cakes and other “bads!” I
wanted to lose 3 kilos, (specific, and
measurable, attainable and realistic) by
the champs (timed) I did! Now to lose the
rest!
Target Three: Increase fitness: I have
never had an issue with stamina, just
speed and strength. With only one run a
week and the occasional bike ride I had
to improve my fitness. So on the runs I
did do, I made a conscious effort to include some tough climbs (specific)
which would give a good cardiovascular
workout, likewise with the cycling.
What I should have done is said that I
will include this climb, get up it in three
minutes, on Monday, (a SMART goal!)
Target Three Training Regime: Look at
what I’m currently doing. I was doing
very little, it is often said that to improve,
it is intensity that needs to increase rather than the amount of training. So I
kept my current regime, though I did go
out for some brisk walks in between the
running and the cycling.
Again not SMART enough, On XYZ days I
will do ABC, for PQR minutes. Etc.
Target four Orienteeriability: I have been
very good in the past, but poor eyesight
and rustiness have impinged on my abilities. For this target I needed more orienteering before the British.
Fortunately there were some very high
quality areas coming up, from the vagueness of Skipwith Common, where I took
64 minutes to find a control, on a leg that
was voided! (Never give up never surrender– Galaxy Quest) through
Seathwaite Tarn in the Lake District to
two day of sand dunes at South Gare.
I reverted to my “best result” goal. I wasn’t interested in where I came, I wanted
to get around each event as “cleanly” as
possible. This required contact with the
map, which was lost at Skipwith, big
time, and less so at Seathwaite. South

Gare I was just very steady, helped by
recovering from shingles so was fairly
slow anyway.

minutes later, eventually I did what a
should have done straight away, I relocated, and went straight to the errant
control, in a completely different dune!

So clean run (specific) progressograms
analysis (measurable) A slow clean run is Looking at the overall splits, I would have
attainable and realistic. I didn’t set a time, been third without my mistakes. Which
but I suppose one could say on this par- would have been my goal achieved.
ticular day!?

The above prograssagram from South
Gare shows how I did relative to the winner. The big dips are the clear mistakes,
the flatter bits are where I did better. As
I was focusing on navigational accuracy
over speed, I didn't expect my graph to
be flat.
Some sports psychologists say you
should write down your Outcome Goals
so that when you have reached your out- So now to move on, and not let the disappointment get to me, but that’s some
come, you can tick them off and revisit
psychology for another Epistle.
them, setting your next set of goals.
So now I need to set a new goal, which
Whatever works best for you.
will be something at the British Middle
So with my short term goal set how did I
distance 2022, near Leighton Buzzard, a
get on, did I get onto the M55S podium?
town not far from where I grew up.
I didn't , and that was my fault. I was havMy goal could be a clean run, a top 20
ing a very clean quickish run until the
place, finish in a time of 30 minutes.
anti-penultimate control, where my oriOnce I have set my goal, I can start to
enteering skills vanished in the rain. I
work on my new outcome goals.
deviated from my original route when I
I see these two sorts of goals as maybe
saw a path go up a sand dune to where
short term, and long term. The key is that
my control should have been.
they are SMART, and that by setting myI could ran up the path, drop into the
self these goals I will see an improvedepression, punch, sprint across the
ment.
open, down the big dune to the last conOf course I could just carry on as I am,
trol and boom podium.
bumbling round a course, but it would
Problem, there was no kite in the debe nice to actually get back to form.
pression. I made the map fit, and looked Graham Lloyd
in every depression I could find. 14
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Coaching Features -Progressagrams/Slitsbrowser
Si-

Progressagrams/Progressagraphs are
also known as Splits Browser.
A progressogram is simply a graph with
distance on the x, horizontal, axis and
time on the y, vertical axis. Convention
has the time running down the axis but
it wouldn't matter if it was up. The fastest time on each leg gives you a horizontal line, the further behind fastest,
the steeper the line (same distance,
longer time). A big mistake kinks your
line down. A good leg kinks it up. A nice
steady run with no errors gives a nice
even diagonal line. If you were fastest to
every control, it would be a nice flat
horizontal one... Unlikely! There is lots
of data to look at on each plot. You can
see how much time you lost or gained
on each leg against your average
minutes per km (Gradient). You can also

see when you were in front or behind
other runners with your line being
above or below their’s. You can choose
who you want to highlight, seeing just
you or as many others as you want. It's a
fascinating and useful tool. Combined
with Routegadget, where you can compare routes with other people, it forms
a great package. If you want to see how
people do well and how you compare,
take a look.
The above graph is for Simon Martland
(green), Jonathan Emberton (yellow) and
Charlie Adams (blue).
You can see that Simon was doing very
well up to control 7. His line was getting
more horizontal. So if this was you, with
your map and memory in hand, you
could look at those legs and analyse
why you were particularly good at them.

Simon makes a mistake at 7 to 8, whereas Jonathan has his at 14. Charlie is faster than Jonathan control 9 but make a
big mistake at control 27. Picks it up at
the next control then is slower on the
penultimate leg.
If this was you, you could analyse why
this was the case. Fatigue, lost contact,
or poor route choice.
With route gadget open you could, if
your competitors have put their routes
up, see where they went.
In the past Graham Lloyd remembers a
2.5 km leg in Macclesfield forest, “yes I
took a direct route which was in fact
awful, brambles, undergrowth and very
slow, yet saw Jonathan took a really
long route around the edge of the map.
3.3Km but whereas I took 19 minutes,
Jonathan took about 12 minutes! Just
under 4 minutes per km! Parkrun time.”
On the left you can see Graham Lloyd’s
British Champs graph. A fairly steady
run but huge error on leg 13 to 14, and
quite an error from 10 to 11.
Error 10 to 11 was where he tells me he
turned left instead of right, the big mistake is mentioned in his goal setting
article, including a map.
With this tool however any orienteer
can analyse their run and use it to inform them of where they have gone
wrong and how to improve their runs in
the future.
If anyone wants further info on this tool
contact Jonathan
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EPOC Other Officials

EPOC Committee

What have your committee been up to?
Chair
Secretary
Treasurer
Fixtures Secretary
Membership Secretary
Committee Members

Emma Harrison
Sue Levison
David Morgan
Emma Harrison
David Morgan
Rod Shaw
Jackie Page

eah1607@aol.com
suelevinson@sky.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
eah1607@aol.com
davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
jpage2729@gmail.com.

Neil Croasdell
Viv Barraclough
Connor Smith

croasded@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
connor.jsmith@btinternet.com

Website & Club Emails

David Harrison

eastpennineorienteeringclub@gmail.com

Epistle Editor

Graham Lloyd

egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk

Map Librarian
Compass Sport Trophy
Club Coach
Welfare Officer
Club Championship
Club Kit Officer
Permanent Courses
Relay Organiser
Stores and Equipment
E-Punching Equipment

David Morgan
Connor Smith
Viv Barraclough
Viv Barraclough
Connor Smith
Daniel Sutcliffe
Neil Croasdall
Connor Smith
Scarf Family
Various

A Committee meeting was held on
Nov 10th, and minutes will be available shortly. If you want a summary
go back to catching features for the
highlights.
Minutes of EPOC committee meeting
held at Toby Carvery, Ainley Top
Weds 8th September 2021 at 7.00pm
Present: Emma Harrison, Linda
Hayles, Sue Levinson, Jackie Page, Neil
Croasdell, David Morgan
Apologies: Rod Shaw (standing down)
Minutes of last meeting: Taken as
read and accepted. Any points raised
covered further within agenda items
Chairman’s Report: Volunteer survey
discussed. Committee felt issues
would be addressed with the ending
of the COVID restrictions that had
been in place during the survey period, especially the social side as opportunities to mingle become more available. It was noted that new members,
especially, have been taking advantage of these opportunities. Other
issues raised in the report are covered
elsewhere
Secretary’s report: As newly in post,
little to report here except the passing
on of relevant received literature to
the Chair
Proposed change to Club Constitution regarding Committee Members:
Discussed at length - Chairman, Treas2020 to January 2021
Nov November
-Dec 2021
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davidmorgan.stopford@btinternet.com
margrod123@gmail.com
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
viv.barraclough@cantab.net
connor.jsmith@btinternet.com
d.sutcliffe89@gmail.com
croasded@gmail.com
connor.jsmith@btinternet.com
thescarfs@hotmail.com (for the time being)
Contact a committee member

urer, Secretary, Fixtures Secretary and
5-6 committee members suggested to
a maximum of 9 members
AGM: Rod Shaw is standing down, all
other members are willing to be reelected
Membership Fees 2022: To remain as
for 2020 and 2021 but with the addition of free membership for the year
for anyone joining the club, who is
new to orienteering
EPOC Events/Fixtures 2021/2022: All
key roles are in place for this year and
helpers on the day continue to come
forward. Emma and David H have
sourced a new venue for our HQ for
the Newmillerdam event (18/19 December) at the cricket club, where the
proprietor is more than willing to support the event as we require. Cost is a
donation. For 2022, key roles still
need filling and Emma will continue to
send out requests. One new club
member has expressed interest and
asked to be paired with a mentor, 2
other members have offered to be
joint organisers. Consequently, it was
suggested the ‘area file’ be resurrected
to allow the sharing of knowledge for
a venue. Drop box to be trialed
Fixtures 2022/23: The YHOA meeting to confirm club events and dates
is November. It is proposed EPOC
do not utilise July as it has been seen

over several years that entries during
that month are limited. David suggested a Race Wakefield weekend, as Race
the Castles had proved popular and
there is already an HQ venue. David
to approach Richard Payne regarding
mapping and send him an open orienteering map with the venue identified
Entries: Entry on the day is envisaged
as orienteering returns more fully now
lockdown restrictions have been lifted. Consequently, it had been decided that card payments will be required. David Harrison very kindly
researched options and it was decided
to adopt the Sumup system. The card
reader has therefore been purchased,
paired with a smart phone and trialed
in principle, the plan being to use it at
the Honley event in November. Potential issues were raised if internet
coverage is poor; however, this has
never yet been an issue to date for the
phone reception. Minimising entry on
the day without prior knowledge is
preferable and suggestions for email
notification to club to reserve maps
was discussed for those not selecting
the pre-entry option
If you want to learn how to organise
or plan an event then have a word
with a committee member.

West End Girls
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What Has Your Committee Been Up To?
...continued
Volunteer Survey: Feedback has already
been given to club, with achievable actions being taken. These were printed in
the most recent copy of the Epistle
Planner/Controller Course: Emma has
spoken to Mike Cope but will now follow
up the initial contact made. A planners’
course per say is not now available but is
part of the controllers’ course*
This actually happened on the 14th
November.
Newcomer Coaching/Training: Viv Baraclough is willing to continue to take on
this role. Any contacts to the committee
being given her contact details and then
more bespoke training is/can be arranged
EPOC Schools League: Simon Martland
does work in this area within all the local
council areas, amendment to website
details required. David H to be notified
Event Safety – First Aiders: BOF essential requirements to be investigated by
David who will then send the information
to Emma and Arabella and any other
volunteers who are willing do the First
Aid training. It was decided a second
first aid box/bag is needed and David will
purchase one
Safeguarding: Emma to do this
Permanent Courses: As EPOC covers a
large geographical area, it was decided
that a beneficial way forward for maintenance of POCs is for one or two members in a locality to offer to maintain a
POC local to themselves, ie ‘adopt a
POC’. For the next committee meeting
the committee members will put together
a list all of those maintained by EPOC
and their locations.
This has progressed and POCs have
been adopted.
EPOC Equipment/Stores: Emma & David H to check what is in stores at their
present location to see the quantity of
equipment requiring storage and hence
the amount of space needed before further discussion as to the specific location
for more central storage
Compass Sport Cup/Trophy Final:
Tankersley, 17th October – EPOC will pay
entry fees. Rod willing to continue in
Captain role at least up until next year’s
qualifiers, This has been and gone.
NViiStr8: Latest order pad is in circulation. To date no-one has placed any orders for new kit, however, as this is at no
cost to the club and the supplier’s agent
is willing to continue the arrangement in
its present state, ordering is still available
TREASURER’S ANNUAL STATEMENT

2020 to January 2021
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This year dawned with the country and
orienteering in lockdown. We managed
to keep the sport active with a series of
virtual events using MapRun. This series
incurred mapping costs which were to
some extent offset by donations.
With the easing of restrictions, we were
able to host the Yorkshire Schools Championships at Fixby and run our traditional two day urban events at Golcar and
Pontefract..
Other costs have been incurred which
are listed in the notes to the accounts but
overall the club heads into 2021 - 2022 in
a sound financial state.
The Golcar and Pontefract events have
been combined as there was a joint entry
fee via Fabian 4. Mapper / planner expenses have been split between the event
and mapping exp. The WMDC licence
fee invoice for Pontefract (£46) has not
yet been received.
In total there were 384 runs at these
events equating to a surplus of just over
£2 per runner.
Note 2 Membership Numbers and Club
Affiliation fees.
At the end of the financial year there
were: 22 Family memberships, 45 Senior
memberships and 1 Juniors. This adds up
to 68 membership units. The total membership has reduced to 91. We have recruited a small number of new members
during the year. The expenses includes
for affiliation fees for BOF 2021. In view
of COVID19 and the likelihood of YHOA
events and squad training being cancelled YHOA have not asked for an affiliation fee this year.
Note 3 Other Income.
Primarily donations for MapRun events
Note 4 Main Items of Equipment
The club has changed the way that it
uses gripples to ease control collection.
The main costs have been for padlocks.
In addition some new storage and map
boxes have been purchased.
Note 7 Mapping
Mapping costs have been restricted to
production of maps for the Virtual O
series. Costs relating to other (urban
maps) are minimal and reflect travel etc.
for club mappers
Note 8 Relays & Compass Sport Entries
The club paid the entry fee for the Christmas Cracker virtual long off-road relay
and 50% of the entry fee for a team in
the British Sprint Relays.
Note 9 General Expenses
Website costs amounted to £346 and
included a 5 year renewal of the domain
name.. Travel to the BOF club confer-

ence was £77. Committee and AGM
room hire pre-covid was £20 due to most
meetings being on-line. Insurance was
reduced at £214. New publicity boards
and leaflets cost £97.
Equipment.
The club has possession of a range of
major items of equipment . This is
enough equipment to put on a major
event. It ranges from SI kit, to tents,
chairs and results etc. All of this equipment is securely stored and insured.
Treasurers Report: Sept 2021
The club’s bank balance remains healthy,
but in the light of COVID restrictions
during the last 18 months, little net income had been made. Both the schools’
event at Fixby and the urban weekend at
Golcar and Pontefract proved successful,
though final net income was limited due
to expenses and the reduction in entries
when there could be no entries on the
day. Hopefully, with the return of more
normal and flexible entry systems, income generated will allow for greater
contribution to club funds and so costs
for replacing equipment, training members for necessary roles, etc will be easily
covered. It was noted that event costs do
continue to increase, and online entry
systems require a contribution from the
entry of each participant. However, they
also make for a safer, much more efficient system for payment, data entry and
prior knowledge of competitor numbers.
It was recommended club fees remain as
before
Treasurer’s Report for Nov 2021
Expenses since the last meeting have
been Controller’s Course £40, BOF Affiliation £70, Web site and Sumup £75,
Compass Sport Trophy entries £547, POC
Expenses £9. In addition there has been
a small level of expense testing the Sumup Card Reader.
Income has been £15 for two members
who joined during August.
As of 4/11/21, 3 seniors, 1 junior and one
family have renewed for 2022
The Sumup card reader has been given
one sizeable “live” test and was very successful. There was no net cost (or income) to EPOC for this test.

Time In A Bottle
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Event Round-up—Scottish 3+3 days
Scottish 6 days

some easy controls. Possibly because I
Lochaber 2021, was the 23rd Scottish was fitter than I have been so I was
6-Day event. It did take place, albeit in just moving a bit faster through the
forest. My overall position wasn't awa truncated form of two three day
events. Dave Kershaw, the event coor- ful so can't complain too much”
dinator felt that “to put the event on at
On the other hand Lindsay did tell me
all was a minor triumph. There were
several occasions when it appeared as she had some ‘moments,’ “Getting
if all the advance preparations would cross with the planner for a very unbe in vain and it was only through the fair control placement given the conwillingness of our main suppliers to let trol description only to realise after
the event that I misread the descripus place contracts at a late date that
tion!
we were able to make a decision at
The ridiculously long first leg on Day 3
the last moment to go ahead.” The 6
days organisation was also very grate- - I quite enjoyed this but I understand
it was unpopular with some.”
ful to the landowners, who “kept the
faith,” especially in light of Scottish
Covid restrictions leading up to the
event. The weather was generally
kind, in a place where it usually rains
twice a week, once for three days, and
once for four days. Looking at Wendy
Carlyle’s flikr albums the areas certainly looked challenging, with fabulous views. Linda Hayles told me that
“It was tough, but so well worth going.”
I asked Lindsay McMillan about the
6 days being known for providing
some of the trickiest orienteering in
the UK, I wondered if was this the case
at this one?
“The events were technically challenging but this plays to my strengths,” she
replied, “so I quite enjoyed it. I was
Finally I asked Lindsay if the truncated
one of the first ones out on Day 4 so
version was better than no version or
there was a lot of bracken bashing
would you have preferred postponewhich I imagine got easier for later
runners.” I followed up with the usual ment?
question of how did you feel you per- “Definitely, I was sad before had we
wouldn't get six days but actually realsonally got on?
“ It was, bad for me - sloppy and some ly enjoyed the opportunity to do other
things!”
uncharacteristically bad mistakes on
Aug Ardchattan
c5 (l: 5.975km, c: 295m, 15 c)
2 Simon Martland
44.20
C7 (length: 5.775km, climb: 255m, 14 c)
10 Mike Pedley
59.34
C9 (length: 4.7km, climb: 230m, 14 c)
20 William Martland
78.12
35 Ciaran Bourne
147.00
Simon Bourne
mp
C14 (length: 3.475km, climb: 145m, 11 c)
18 Helen Martland
70.04
C20 (length: 2.925km, climb: 120m, 12c)
31 Aidan Bourne
90.25

2 Aug Inverlochy
UKOL C5 (M16,M55) (length: 3.55km,
climb: 135m, 16 c)
3 Simon Martland
30.15
UKOL C7 (M60,W40,W45) (length:
3.525km, climb: 75m, 15 c)
24 Mike Pedley
42.56
UKOL C9 (W16) (length: 2.675km,
climb: 100m, 12 c)
25 Simon Bourne
41.51
39 Ciaran Bourne
76.05
C20 (length: 1.925km, climb: 25m, 10 c)
5 Aidan Bourne
15.30
3 Aug Arisaig
UKOL C5 (M16,M55) (length: 6.025km,
climb: 250m, 9 c)
5 Phil Scarf
58.48
51 Megan Harrison
102.11
UKOL C6 (W18,W20,W35) (length:
5.55km, climb: 280m, 8 c)
Laura Harrison
mp 15.23
UKOL C7 (M60,W40,W45) (length:
5.05km, climb: 245m, 9 c)
4 Jon Emberton
49.24
10 Lindsay McMillan
54.23
Emma Harrison
rtd 76.17
UKOL C8 (M65,W50) (length: 4.8km,
climb: 230m, 10 c)
28 Julian Green
79.01
UKOL C9 (W16) (length: 4.475km,
climb: 225m, 8 c)
22 David Harrison
95.00
UKOL C10 (M70,W55) (length:
4.225km, climb: 205m, 6 c)
10 Richard Payne
58.13
11 Jackie Scarf
59.02
UKOL C13 (M75,W65) (length: 3.5km,
climb: 155m, 9 c)
61 Linda Hayles
93.09
UKOL C15 (W70) (length: 2.7km, climb:
140m, 8 c)
18 Neil Croasdell
81.32
32 Jo Emberton
106.081

All photos ©Wendy Carlyle
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Event Round-up—Scottish 3+3 days– cont
4/5 Aug Craig Dhubh
(combined)

UKOL C5 (M16,M55) (length: 6.1km,
climb: 275m, 12 c)
12 Simon Martland
68.23
13 Phil Scarf
68.42
UKOL C7 (M60,W40,W45) (length:
5.4km, climb: 230m, 11 c)
6 Jon Emberton
66.01
12 Lindsay McMillan
74.07
20 Mike Pedley
72.52
75 Emma Harrison
102.58
UKOL C8 (M65,W50) (length: 5.15km,
climb: 225m, 11 c)
66 Julian Green
107.37
UKOL C9 (W16) (length: 4.75km,
climb: 190m, 10 c)
42 William Martland
119.05
54 Ciaran Bourne
150.00
UKOL C10 (M70,W55) (length: 4.6km,
climb: 180m, 10 c)
22 Jackie Scarf
76.31
65 Helen Pedley
107.07
UKOL C13 (M75,W65) (length:
3.825km, climb: 140m, 9 c)
94 Linda Hayles
123.52
C14 (length: 3.375km, climb: 125m, 7 c)
21 Helen Martland
86.55
UKOL C15 (W70) (length: 2.8km,
climb: 120m, 9 c)
36 Jo Emberton
90.58
46 Neil Croasdell
108.54
Aug 6 Creag Meagaidh
C5 (length: 3.8km, climb: 95m, 17 c)
6 Phil Scarf
32.02
47 Megan Harrison
55.57
C6 (length: 3.3km, climb: 90m, 14 c)
31 Laura Harrison
58.06
C7 (length: 2.775km, climb: 90m, 15 c)
8 Jon Emberton
33.26
14 Lindsay McMillan
38.27
21 Emma Harrison
40.51
C8 (length: 2.975km, climb: 70m, 14 c)
14 Julian Green
43.14
C9 (length: 2.6km, climb: 55m, 11 c)
32 David Harrison
71.50
C10 (length: 2.6km, climb: 50m, 13 c)
5 Jackie Scarf
34.37
6 Richard Payne
35.30
C13 (length: 1.925km, climb: 50m, 11 c)
45 Linda Hayles
35.01
C15 (length: 1.65km, climb: 30m, 9 c)
9 Neil Croasdell
28.50
23 Jo Emberton
37.31
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Troutal Fell & Seathwaite Tarn walk and the ford on the way to the
start.
- 19 Sep 2021
Blue 6.02km 305m
29th Graham Lloyd 95.30

“I wouldn’t be surprised to see the
area used for a Lakeland 5 days in the
future,” Rebecca said.

Short Green 3.37km 160m
22nd Rebecca Lloyd 91.30
Graham Lloyd tells me that he did
some of his Mountain Leadership
training in this area of the Lake District. So armed with supposed local
knowledge he and Rebecca set off to
the Duddon valley.

“...wouldn’t be surprised if
used for Lakes 5 days…”
The attraction Rebecca said was, “a
quiet day in the Lake District, up the
Duddon Valley on a new area? Of
course we had to go!”
The event was quite low key, yet this
did not stop it being an area of complex contour detail without excessive
climb. In fact for the lack of trees this
area was perfect for high quality orienteering. The only down side was the

Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!

Here is a leg at Seathwaite Tarn
that caused a few headaches.
In the warmth of the lounge with a
brew, it’s a simple leg. On the day
it was a careful climb. The red line
was a popular route choice, as was
the blue line. At least two runners
took the purple line. One might
have been a member of EPOC

Run to the Hills
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Event round up– Lincoln
LOG EM Urban League
Lincoln City Race 15 Aug

This strategy helped her through the
busy shopping streets of the lower
town.

Course 1 (length: 7.9km, climb: 125m,
30 controls)
12 Daniel Sutcliffe 63.08
Course 2 (length: 6.7km, climb: 90m,
27 controls)
7 Ben Carter

48.09

15 Graham Lloyd

57.56

18 Aly Brook

59.23

Course 4 (length: 3.7km, climb: 80m,
17 controls)
32 Rebecca Lloyd

65.34

Course 5 (length: 3.2km, climb: 80m,
14 controls)
1 Dick Spendlove

James Bond Villain House– Photo street view

26.04

All competitors were hit hard by the
steep climb back up Michelgate to the
Only a few EPOC members went
across to Lincoln. With the race prom- castle area, but were rewarded with
ising the historic city centre, that was spying, as Ben put it, “The James Bond
Villain’s house half way up the hill.”
enough for the Lloyd family to head
across to the lonely hill. With three
members on the same course, it was
good to see them comparing their
performances. Ben Carter showing
old lag Graham Lloyd a few better
route choices!

Ben Carter post race analysis– G Lloyd

Dick Spendlove was pleased with yet
another first place, this exercise bike
and dumbbells training certainly
seemed to be paying off.

Ben Carter at the start– photo G Lloyd

Graham Lloyd is finished photo Aly Brook

Ben was particularly impressed with a
three minute road crossing, pictured
below, “enough time to get my breath
back!”

Rebecca Lloyd, however, was less impressed, “They made me go up that
hill twice!”
Aly Brook was really pleased to have
kept” contact with the map” and was
really happy with her route choices.
Aly Brook makes a start– G Lloyd

Dan Sutcliffe make a route choice– GLloyd

Dan Sutcliffe, pictured above, had a
late start, but was certainly steaming
round the middle part of the course .
The hill would have suited him as the
flatter routes favour, as he has said in
the past, the “racing snakes.” It was
certainly hard to get a decent photo of
him as he streaked past the editor up
the hill.

“...urban is flat….to the advantage of racing snakes”
Three minute time out– Photo G Lloyd
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Skelmersdale British Sprint Championship
British Mixed Relay Sprint
Championships
Skelmersdale 21 Aug

Good things come to
him who waits ….45
years

Dick Spendlove had penciled
the British Sprint Champi4 EPOC 48.23 (Dick Spendlove 15.19
onships on the calendar
(4) Arabella Woodrow 17.13 (7) Richard fairly early in the year, even
Payne 15.51 (2)
though for a long time it
wasn’t certain that they
British Sprint Championships were going to take place.
Skelmersdale 22 Aug
“Firstly, I was going up into
Qualifier Final
M75 class, and the first year
Mens Open
in a new class is always the
Daniel Sutcliffe 21.18 (13) dns
best time to have a shot at
M40
something; secondly, I was
Ben Carter
22.34 (7) 21.49 (3B ) getting a lot of urban pracM50
tice because of MapRun; and
James Logue
14.46 (1) 16.32 (3)
thirdly, because they weren’t
M55
too far away, as they were
Simon Martland 12.54 (1) 12.23 (4)
being held in Skelmersdale
M60
(which, disappointingly for
Jon Emberton1 5.52 (2) m16
Carla, is not a hidden valley between
M70
Wensleydale and Swaledale, but a
1960s/1970s Liverpool overspill “new”
Richard Payne 14.00 (1) 22.09 (18)
town!). I was fortunate in being able to
M75
train consistently through the winter
Dick Spendlove 14.01 (1) 11.32 (1)
and spring, without any illnesses or injuKeith Sykes
1.31 (5) 15.21 (2 B)
ries, and I managed to get my weight
M80
down to 2016 levels, the year I won the
Rod Shaw
26.50 (2) 26.56 (3)
English M70 fell running championship.
M85
So I knew I was running fairly well and
Guy Goodair
26.58 (1) m12
as spring turned into summer and propW20
er orienteering events returned, I had
Laura Harrison
19.40 (3) 21.32 (3)
some encouraging results at Morley,
W Open
Megan Harrison 18.46 (6) 15.14 (2 B ) Golcar, Pontefract and Lincoln.
W35
“The Sprint Championships were held
Aly Brook
28.97 (4) 24.07 (4) over the weekend of 21st/22nd August,
and it was fortunate that the sprint relay
W50
was held first on the Saturday. This ofHelen Martland 19.55 (5) 1.53 (17)
fered the chance of getting acquainted
W60
Jo Emberton
26.53 (10) 27.47 (7) with the area, and so I twisted the arms
of Richard Payne and Arabella WoodW65
Arabella Woodrow 24.12 (5) 21.54 (4) row, and we put in an entry for the Ultravets (M/W 65+) class. Gerry Symes
W80
Judith Goodair
21.29 (1) 20.51 (1) had already run at an event at Skelmersdale and he warned me about the
“sameness” of much of the residential
areas, and that close contact with the
map was essential. Fortunately, he sent
me his maps to look at. This was very
useful for the relay event, because it
took place on one of the previously
used areas, with an almost identical
start in a natural amphitheatre. This provided spectators with a good overview
of the handover area and finish, and
there was also a spectator control on
the opposite bank which all courses
visited. However, it also meant that all
runners had to negotiate a steep 10m
climb out of the bowl immediately after
Dick Spendlove floating on air
the start. Setting off on leg 1 I was soon
UltraVet (65+)
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Relay Route Choice, pink or red?

confronted with the only major route
choice decision between #1 and #2 (see
map),
where you had either to continue northwest and cross the main road at the underpass, or backtrack south-east and
cross on the footbridge. I went for the
first option; on leg 3, Richard, with a
similar but not identical leg, opted for
the second and we both ended up with
similar splits. After that it was fairly fast
and furious, as sprint relays should be. I
handed over to Arabella in 4th place and
she did very well to keep us in contention.

Dick hands over to Arabella

Richard made an heroic
effort on the last leg to
try to push through to a
medal position, but on
the run in he just failed
by 1 second to catch the
runner from Borderliners ahead of him, so we
had to settle for 4th
place overall.
Photos © Peter Cull

.

Richard waits in antici………….pation!

Runnin’
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Skelmersdale British Sprint Championship
“In the morning we ran a qualifying
event, and this went well for me, getting
round the 2.2km course with no errors
in a time of 14.01. It was also the fastest
M75 time in the three qualifying races,
so it put me in pole position for the afternoon final. It gave me the confidence
to attack the final, hoping that I wouldn’t do my usual headless chicken act on
one or two legs.

Anyway, it worked out and I finished
the final (2.1km) in 11.32, two and a
half minutes quicker than in the
qualifier. After 45 years of orienteering I had finally managed to become
a British champion!”

Richard Payne ! At the end of a very
hotly contested 65+ relay .
Running at 5 minute s per kilometers, is 3. 333 metres per second.
So that’s how close EPOC were to a
podium place!
The individual event on the Sunday was
on a newly mapped area, but fortunately it was of very similar residential areas, mainly set out in rectangular grid
patterns. There were plenty of interconnecting walkways and also lots of
the blocks of houses had covered passageways through them to add to the
route choice.

Arabelle Woodrow stepping down to it!

“I can’t remember much of the final,
although I do remember overtaking
three other M75s who had started
ahead of me. I was trying to run a bit
faster than in the morning, but also
trying desperately to keep in contact
with the map and not mess up so close
to achieving something.

Dick running though passageways

High Dam– geograph

Laura Harrison Dibs!

A huge congratulations to EPOC’s
British Sprint Champions, Dick
Spendlove and Judith Goodair.
Aly Brook carefully reading her map

Dick Continues his commentary, “As
before, it was essential to know exactly
where you were all the time, as one
section looked very much like the next
one, making re-location a problem.
2020 to January 2021
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Joanna Emberton striding out

Photos © Peter Cull or Wendy Carlyle

Hopefully we will get to see more
British champs at the Night Champs
at the end of November, near
Gloucester ,and of course at Leighton Buzzard (middle), Ilkley Moor
(night) Golden Valley (long), &
Leeds Beckett Uni (sprints) in 2022

Run For Home
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Skemlersdale Photos

Jonathan Emberton checks his descriptions

James Logue, in full running mode

Helen Martland on the run in

Rod Shaw runs in

Simon and William Martland admiring the fencing

All photos © Wendy Carlyle
provided by Laura Harrison

Keith Sykes runs in

Richard Payne by the bins,
with the map and compass

November 2020 to January 2021
Nov-Dec
2021 issue 266Runaway

Laura Podiums!

Guy Goodair wonders,
“Where am I?”

Next Year’s Open sprint relay team?
Aly Brook, Laura and Megan Harrison
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YHOA Champs Skipwith

EBOR YHOA Champs
Skipwith Common 28 Aug
Brown 9.3km
35 Ben Carter
Blue 6.6km
3 Jon Emberton
46 Megan Harrison
64 Gilly Markham
72 David Harrison
77 Aly Brook
78 Graham Lloyd
Davey Averill
Short Blue 5.6km
1 Emma Harrison
Green 5km
58 Neil Croasdell
64 Bob Page
72 Helen Pedley

98.28
47.16
71.06
86.27
98.27
115.23
116.44
m 6-7
49.55
75.51
81.17
96.52

Very Short Green 3.1km
2 Roy Lindsell
56.26
9 Fred Ross
77.52
Ebor hoped that entrants enjoyed their
run at Skipwith on a sunny day on
good terrain. It was indeed sunny and
the heather was in bloom, casting a
honey like smell and glow over the
proceedings. This was only the second
time the Lloyds had orienteered here,
and both of them were acutely aware The area of misplaced control –E Jones geograph
of the vagueness of the map.
Graham thought the errant control
was in the right place, just the map was
slightly badly drawn in that area, Ben
Carter said, “I was convinced the control was wrong, so I worked out where
it was and didn’t lose too much time.”
The EBOR website said that “Stuart
had planned some excellent courses
that were well received and we were
delighted to have the maximum 400
runners enter. Skipwith offers good
navigational challenges and most of
you got out onto the moorland as well
as round the ruins in the forest.”
Control 128 and all the GPS traces around it!

Air force hut in Skkipwith- (photo EBOR)

Short Green 3.8km
3 Dick Spendlove 41.40
23 Rod Shaw
58.21
32 Rebecca Lloyd 63.49
33 Gill Ross
65.20
41 Keith Sykes
67.05
46 Judith Goodair 69.52
52 Maggie Shaw
80.29
53 Arabella Woodrow 88.18
59 Mike Thorpe
101.03
Jackie Page
m 4-6
Jo Emberton
m 4-5
Guy Goodair
m3
2020 to January 2021
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“...that control was in the
wrong place…”
Not that this helped Graham in any
way. Control 128 was located in the
wrong place, and so he set off to the
next control, and ended up, well he
didn’t know. “I found my self next to a
pond, which meant I had to skirt round
the northern edge of it. Which I did
and nothing on the land matched what
was on my map. I might have been
under the control descriptions.!” 64
minutes later and he found the control.
This was, as he said, “the one time I
wish I had done a GPS trace, so at least
I could have seen where I had been.”

The controller added, “Sadly control
128 was misplaced, which was my error
rather than the planners. After analysing the splits on the courses affected,
the planner, organiser and I determined that the misplacement of this
control did materially affect the race
and therefore a decision was taken to
remove splits either side of the problem control. This was thought to be
the most reasonable course of action.
I can only apologise for the error, however, I understand the decision to remove the legs/splits either side of the
mis-placed control may not suit everyone, nevertheless, I believe this was
the most reasonable course of action”
Whilst this didn’t impact the top runners on the courses that much, Graham went from nearly last to somewhere in the middle!

Nowhere To Run To
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Rowntree Park
EBOR City Urban
York South 29 Aug

Course A 6.1km
9 Daniel Sutcliffe 46.39
25 Matthew Averill 57.55
Course B 5.3km
23 Ben Carter
41.10
42 Megan Harrison 46.32
46 Aly Brook
47.53
57 Steve Lowe
54.04
61 David Harrison 56.54
Course C 4.4km
Rowntree Park Cafe .
2 Jon Emberton
32.16
Can you match the map to bottom left picture?–Wiki
17 Emma Harrison 36.01
36 Davey Averill
40.44
There were some very quick times on
40 Graham Lloyd 41.09
these courses, which after the exerCourse D 3.6km
tions of Skipwith the day before was
5 Richard Payne
30.08
very welcome.
50 Neil Croasdell 42.18
59 Stephen Warner 44.46
72 Bob Page
55.00
73 Rebecca Lloyd 56.09
89 Jo Emberton
70.05
Course E 2.9km
1 Dick Spendlove 25.05
6 Gilly Markham
30.56
10 Keith Sykes
32.08
12 Arabella Woodrow 32.53
17 Gill Ross
37.09
23 Jackie Page
39.15
27 Guy Goodair
41.23
34 Rod Shaw
43.40
36 Judith Goodair 44.15
43 Sue Levinson
48.11
55 Maggie Shaw
62.07
Day two of the “Covid saved” White
Rose 2021 saw the next event in the
Urban area around Rowntree Park.
Sadly there is no factory with its factory shop seconds there anymore, but
some interesting streets nevertheless.

Above is Emma’s route from 7 to 8
in blue
The other routes shown in pink and
black. Pink seems to have thought a
bit of cross country was in order,
whereas black has come out of the
control to the main road and decided that they were not crossing the
line.
Left are two controls that Richard’
Payne’s article on crossable boundaries relate to. Control 17, can you
go through the light green hedge.
Can you stick your SIAC card
through the fence at 21?

November 2020 to January 2021
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AIRE Yorks Urban League
Silsden 4 Sep
Black 8.6km 165m
4 Daniel Sutcliffe 69.15
Brown 7.3km 145m
8 Ben Carter
57.29
12 Aly Brook
67.04
13 Megan Harrison 67.54
15 David Harrison 79.46
Blue 5.8km 110m
6 Emma Harrison
11 Graham Lloyd
23 Helen Martland
Green 4.8km 75m
2 Richard Payne
4 Dick Spendlove
13 Neil Croasdell 60.13
Short Green 3.5km 50m
2 Arabella Woodrow
3 Keith Sykes
12 Guy Goodair
14 Judith Goodair
15 Jackie Page
16 Rod Shaw
18 Rebecca Lloyd
20 Jane Payne
22 Maggie Shaw

47.44
50.41
64.09
42.22
47.50
42.03
44.19
55.43
56.16
59.08
60.43
64.47
67.22
86.02

.
Events were coming up thick and fast,
following on from the White Rose was
Aire’s Town and Country weekend.
Silsden is another typical West Yorkshire
settlement set on the edges of the Yorkshire Dales. It sits on the side of the Aire
Valley. With its snickets, ginnels and hills
there was plenty to test the EPOC runner. Keith Sykes felt he had a good run
as he said, “I battled through with a
hamstring injury which got worse and
prevented me running the next day at
Penistone Hill.”
With one street looking like the next I
asked him how he kept focused, re
replied, “I Kept checking features as
they were passed.” He was also really
pleased to have won his course, “the
joys of a new age category.”

Silsden Duck Pond– D Grimashaw geograph

Run Through The Jungle
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Events
Round Up
More
Results
AIRE Yorks Superleague
Penistone Hill 5 Sep
Black 9.2km 295m
6 Daniel Sutcliffe
Brown 7.7km 280m
8 Ben Carter
13 Megan Harrison
Blue 5.4km 200m
9 Graham Lloyd
16 Emma Harrison
27 Aly Brook
Green 3.8km 135m
4 Dick Spendlove
5 Richard Payne
22 Brian Mellor
26 Neil Croasdell

103.43
73.11
82.47
55.21
59.12
69.00
45.56
45.59
64.31
74.22

Short Green 2.9km 95m
5 Roy Lindsell
47.53
8 Rod Shaw
57.59
12 Paul Jackson
62.54
17 Jackie Page
71.05
18 Rebecca Lloyd
74.17
19 Judith Goodair
80.37
22 Maggie Shaw
115.07
Bob Page
m7 -16
Guy Goodair
m9 m12 -16
Joy Mellor
m5 – 10
Phil Thompson
rtd
Day two of Aire’s Town and Country
moved up the Worth Valley to Penistone Hill and the village of Haworth.
Sadly the long courses were marred
by a control placed inside, what appeared to be a publicly owned estate.
However this was not the case and an SI
control box was hacksawed open, and
the gripple was being attempted to be
cut, proving more difficult. Your editor
tried to calmly explain the misunderstanding , but was however threatened
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with physical violence. So decided to
continue his race.
Paul Jackson felt his run was not his
“greatest performance! I finished 12th
out of 28.”
He continued, “There were 16 controls
and I was well inside the top 10 on 10 of
them. (And 5th on the run in!). However I
managed to make errors amounting to
nearly 19 minutes on the other 6 controls which cost me 6 places according
to the technology! The same mistake as
usual, patchy concentration.”
Aly Brook on the hand was the opposite
she felt she “didn't start well but got better as I went on.”
On the change in terrain from the moorland to the more urban terrain Aly was
much happier, “as I prefer urban orienteering the Haworth section played to my
strengths.” With so many changes, hills,
vegetation rural to urban I asked what
strategies she used to keep focused.? “I
kept double checking the controls and
kept in contact with the map.” Having
said that she also felt she didn’t do anything particularly well nor particularly
badly either. Emma Harrison didn’t get
on with the rural urban change. “I didn't
have a particularly good run, I ran the
wrong way out of the start, messed up
number 1 and then several more on the
moor. I was OK in the town but only
had a few controls before a slog back
up to the moor where I proceeded to
make more errors towards the end. I
do remember it being quite physical. I
also remember struggling with footwear as needed studs on the moor but
trainers would have been better in the
town. It was hot as well.”

SYO Evening event Wentworth
Castle Gardens 8 Sep

Orange (length 2.6km 15 controls)
17 Judith Goodair
50:52
18 Philip Thompson 51:17
19 Guy Goodair
53:14
20
Susan Brant
57:57
Green (length 2.1km, 21 controls)
4 Emma Harrison
37:00
Blue (length 3.5km, 27 controls)
20
14 Mike Pedley
52:00
Mike Pedley writes, “It was great to revisit
Wentworth and get to orienteer after
attending corporate events there and
exploring the gardens in the 1990’s when
they were far more run down and overgrown.

Wentworth Castle & Gardens –SYO

“For this event there was a new map in
two parts and at two scales: 1:10,000
parkland and 1:4000 gardens. Sadly my
run wasn’t great. Still getting back into it
after months off, the long sections of
dead running in part 1 out in the parkland
were frustrating. Then when turning the
map over they had restarted the numbering from 1 even though the control descriptions carried on starting with 9 as
you would expect. This caused much
confusion. Several people, including Helen, went from 8 on part 1 to 9 on part 2
and finished the sprint course before
realising they had missed 8 controls out.
Others like me did the same but realised
and so lost time but did get round
One of the closest them all. The second section also
featured some multi-level mapping
races? The two
and locked gates which could not be
Richards, Payne
adequately represented on the map
and Spendlove at
and caused further confusion. All in
Haworth.. S was
all a nice place to visit but a very frusleading to 5. Then P
trating event” I asked Mike how easy
these evening events are, as that is
overtakes to 6, and
often the case. “The parkland was
stays ahead until the
generally easy but the gardens made
moor where S nearly
a good sprint challenge.” I asked
catches P at 14. They
about the strategies to keep focused
hit the quarries, and S He laughed, “I was so slow I just had
nips and tucks with P, to remember to wake my brain up
until the last leg when when I finally plodded near to my
control!” He was pleased to visit all
S gets away but P
doesn't quite make it! the controls despite the weird numbering.
By 23secs!

Keep OnRunning
Runningin the Family
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Events Round Up
PFO Hot Pot Regional event
Pendle Hill 11 Sep
Short Green
1 Roy Lindsell

39.21

PFO Hot Pot NW Urban
League Barrowford 12 Sep
Green
3 Emily Thompson
Short Green
2 Jackie Page
8 Guy Goodair
9 Bob Page
10 Judith Goodair

There were very few good attack
points out on the moor. Once onto the
last 4 controls I ran much more confidently.” He finished by saying, “I enjoyed the event but getting to the start
was a bigger challenge than the
course!”

32.18
36 .07
43.02
43.46
44.46

You wait for a full 18 months for orienteering weekends, and three come
along all in a row.
Maybe it was the areas’ reputations, or
their Lancashireness, but the PFO Lancashire Hot Pot weekend wasn’t that
popular with EPOC.
Only Roy Lindsell appears to have
turned up to Pendle Hill. I think this
was definitely a case of its reputation
preceding it. I asked Roy whether
those fears of tussocks were true.
“Yes,” he replied, “very tussocky which
makes pace counting difficult. However, I did have a very good run because I
focused on the right techniques: pace
counting and accurate bearings.”
I wondered how he kept his focus, “Oh
I Kept focus by fear! I knew that I had
to find each control straight away…
once you become disoriented and unsure of your location you are in serious
trouble because relocation is VERY
problematic.”
I asked if there was anything he felt he
did well at, “I stopped when I got to
where I thought the control should
be… and looked all around very thoroughly… worked in a circle around my
stopping point.

“very close together!”
I asked her how she got on, “I did have
a good run -just made the right route
choices-for a change, “she replied.
Emily Thompson agreed that it was a
good event!
“I enjoyed the run around somewhere I
didn't know at all, and I didn't find it
too challenging to find the controls.
I've not done enough formal events to
have any opinion if my result was good
or not! (She was third) I've done a few
of PFO's street-o events recently, but
have dragged my husband along to run
in a pair - possibly not the best tactic
for good scoring!

So now we see why no one went up
Pendle Hill! In fact this is Roy fundraising for Alzheimers. ( pic HX Courier)

Of
the few EPOC members who made the
journey into darkest Lancashire, Jackie
Page found Barrowford an “Interesting
area-either side of the M25- with the
river and canal running through.

Victoria Park - anon

“The only other regional event I have
done I missed one control not knowing
it was in the rules to be about crossing
walls. (See Richard Payne’s article about
“Lots of variety of terrain-parks, pave- crossing boundaries on page 11 Ed)
ments. towpaths, bridges and tunnels.” I don't know if I really have any strategies as such beyond thumbing the map
She was most complementary about
and trying to look ahead to the next
the parking, start, finish and CAFE –
control and think about the route
there. That probably helped me not
waste too much time.
“Remembering the last control was
probably my biggest success as the
finish control was really obvious in the
park and I very nearly ran straight to it!
Thankfully I've made that mistake on
one of our MapRun events (Dalton I
think) and this time remembered to
turn around and get the last control
that I'd just managed to run past.”

Pendle pics © George Crawford –
Smith . Left Start kite, above control in
a re-entrant.
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Run Of The Mill
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Events Round Up
CLARO Yorks Superleague
Timble 12 Sep
Brown 7.5km 215m
6 Simon Martland
Blue 5.8km 135m
9 Emma Harrison
20 Megan Harrison
David Harrison
Green 4.2km 90m
6 Richard Payne
19 Julie Couch
21 Ian Couch
Helen Martland
Short Green 3.5km 85m
12 Rod Shaw
19 Maggie Shaw

75.18
76.08
97.38
w17 w19
62.57
75.02
75.36
w5
98.11
170.53

10 brave EPOC members took on Timble Ings’ notorious undergrowth in
early September. It’s not the most
tricky of navigation, but the leg shown
below did prove a challenge for some,
if the split times are anything to go by.
What would your route choice be?
Straight through the undergrowth on
red? Or out to paths and take either
blue, pink or grey?
It’s easy when sat at home with a hot
drink to hand, and all the time in the
world.
It seems that the best time was about
3 minutes, but the longest time was
just over 23 minutes! This leg was on
Blue and Light Green!

B

EBOR Yorks Urban League
Burneholme 18 Sep
Men’s Open
7 Daniel Sutcliffe
Mens Vet
5 David Harrison
Men’s Ultravet
Neil Croasdell
Men’s Hypervet
7 Guy Goodair
8 Fred Ross
Womens Open
4 Megan Harrison
Womens Vet
2 Emma Harrison
Womens Ultravet
1 Gill Ross
3 Jackie Page
6 Sue Levinson
Womens Hypervet
1 Judith Goodair
Course E
20 Bob Page

58.00
m8 to 16
55.14
61.29
53.22
42.52
37.35
40.01
43.58
42.14
47.09

Blue (length 6.7km, climb 150m, 18
controls)
13 Emma Harrison
92:55
20 Gillian Markham
105:05
Green (length 5.2km, climb 100m, 18
controls)
4 Richard Payne
72:27
7 Julie Couch
75:48
16 Brian Mellor
89:43
20 Neil Croasdell
95:18
25 Paul Jackson
101:14
33 Rod Shaw
132:29
Cowms Moor below Cowms Rocks is a
fascinating highly contoured area of oldland-slip ground above the A57 west of
Ladybower Reservoir. The map also
includes moorland between Oyster
Clough and Alport Valley. Controller
Mark Chapman said, “I think on the
whole everybody loved the courses. OK the weather may have
helped. The courses were on the
longer side. I see the youngsters
stole the show as juniors won
Brown, Blue & Green. It shows
having young legs help on an area
like this.”
Planners, Pauline and Pete added,
“think running on a place like
Cowms is a great experience but it
is undeniably tough”.

There were quite a few restraints
on the courses but the planners
tried to make the courses interesting and varied. They debated using
Burnholme is a typical suburb of York.
a
remote
finish, either at the bottom
With parkland and streets. Competiof
the
slump
area or by the start but
tors were warned that the parkland
decided
that
in the event of bad
had a tendency to be very wet underweather
a
20+
minute walk back
foot.
would
not
be
ideal.
They finished by
The extract above
saying,
“We
know
the
courses were
shows the complexity
long
but
hope
you
thought
it was
of the courses and area.
worth it!”
All courses seemed to
crisscross this
area, which
led to runners
coming at controls in all directions.

A
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52.07

SYO Regional Event,
Cowms Rocks 19 Sep

Right Cowms
Rocks; insert
map of fine
detail.

Little Runaway
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October Odyssey +
CLOK October Odyssey
South Gare 25 Sep

Blue
10 Laura Harrison
12 Graham Lloyd

35:39
36:09

39 Megan Harrison
Connor Smith
David Harrison
Blue

79.34
m 11 -29
m15 -29

15 Emma Harrison

40:01

4 Emma Harrison
13 Graham Lloyd

64.10
74.30

18 Laura Harrison
Green

77.47

Green
19 Neil Croasdell
Short Green
7 Rebecca Lloyd
11 Jackie Page
15 Rod Shaw

18 Neil Croasdell
Short Green
10 Judith Goodair
16 Rod Shaw
17 Rebecca Lloyd

74.40

18 Robert Page
19 Margaret Shaw

19 Maggie Shaw

60.56

20 Bob Page
21 Jackie Page

62.42
75.04

22 Guy Goodair

88.25

Brown

52.25
57.23
58.49

43:12
28:49
31:55
35:08

Having said that, if you lost contact
with the map, you needed a really obvious feature, like the finish, those concrete bunker things or a post. There
weren’t many if these.”
Emma Harrison said “it was great training for the following weekend’s British
Championships. South Gare dunes are
tiny in comparison.”

39:53
43:56

Some slightly confused EPOC members went to the "October Odyssey"
on the last weekend in September.
With the British Long championships
moved to the first weekend in October, and the traditional Junior weekend, of JIRCs also on the last weekend
in September, CLOK took the brave
decision to combine the two. Apparently, according to day two planner
Duncan Archer, this “raised some eyebrows with the JROS folk, some of
whom thought it should be a junior
closed event.” Duncan said that, he felt.
“on balance it turned out well and came
together into one amazing weekend of
competitions.”
The arena location for both events was
superb, with a great atmosphere exuding off the juniors from their events.
The high sand dune providing a fantastic viewing point where, for those that

South Gare —M Fascione Geograph

A shingles recovering Graham Lloyd set
himself the target of getting round
clean; he almost succeeded. “There was
one leg that was quite long, and I followed a wrong path, but when I
reached what I thought was my control,
I realised my mistake a quickly and
corrected it.”
It was a great weekend , and if you see
South Gare in the fixtures, I thoroughly
recommend going.
Finally congratulations to Laura and
Emma Harrison for being October Odyssey Champions.
EPOC’s trophy cabinet is filling up quite
nicely.
Other EPOC over all placings are as
follows:
Megan Harrison 6th W21 Brown
Graham Lloyd 3rd M55 Blue
Neil Croasdall 4th M 70 Green
Rebecca Lloyd 1st W55 Short Green*
Rod Shaw 2nd M80 Short Green
Robert Page 1st M75 Short Green*
Margaret Shaw 2nd W70 Short Green
Jackie Page 3rd W 70 Short Green
* Running out of class

DVO Regional event
Kedleston Hall 26 Sep

Graham Lloyd’s long leg mistake

CLOK October Odyssey
Middle Distance South Gare
26 Sep
Brown
33 Megan Harrison
37 David Harrison

49:51
63:55
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Short Green (length 3.8km, climb
80m, 12 controls)
South Gare —M McDonald geograph
3 Paul Jackson
39:53
25
Judith
Goodair
53:28
stayed, spectators were treated to see32
Philip
Thompson
62:00
ing confused competitors pop up out
Guy
Goodair
79:31
of sand dunes, only to disappear again,
Missing
no
8
to only reappear again. It also meant
competitors had to be really focused
PFO Marsden Park
and not get distracted.
SnookO event 2 Oct
Rebecca Lloyd said, “The map was su- Short Course
perb, and really easy to read, the path
16 Jackie Page
45.07 (15 pts)
network was mapped so accurately.

Band On The Run
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British Long Distance Championships
British Long Distance Championships Braunton Burrows 2
Oct
M21E
Connor Smith
M55S
8 Graham Lloyd
M60L
1 Jon Emberton
4 Mike Pedley
M854
5 Guy Goodair
W20E
3 Laura Harrison
W21E
Megan Harrison
W45L
4 Emma Harrison
W55L
23 Helen Pedley
W55S
6 Rebecca Lloyd
W60S
7 Jo Emberton
W80
2 Judith Goodair

m 32 -38
76.02
63.45
68.25
134.48
99.16
m16-24
75.44
116.57
84.44
111.28
67.38 BOK

A lonely control in the Burrows– DevOn

National Middle Distance Braunton Burrows 3 Oct
M21
28 Graham Lloyd
68.19
M60
1 Jon Emberton
36.10
3 Mike Pedley
40.18
M85
3 Guy Goodair
86.33
W21
11 Megan Harrison
76.21
W45
6 Emma Harrison
50.20
W55
30 Rebecca Lloyd
88.59
Helen Pedley
m5 -10
W60
33 Jo Emberton
83.07
W80
2 Judith Goodair
54.25
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The 2021 British Long
Championships were
moved all over the calendar, until the 2022 went
was pulled forward to October 2021. Mike Forrest
and his team did a fantastic
job of putting such a prestigious event together in
such a short time.
It might beg the question,
Across the Burrows looking south– DevOn
do events like this really
need to be so “high key”,
Having said that, it’s a balance and I
when it certainly didn’t seem that way,
think pushing the running speed
and the event was none the worse for it?
must’ve helped in the end, especially
Braunton sand dunes are huge. In fact
many years ago the contours were drawn managing to stay fairly strong right
through the end of a 90+ minute race”.
at 5m. Though this time we were using
Connor added that… “The course was
the more familiar 2.5m contours. The LIDAR map was excellent, with paths accu- definitely long and given the terrain of
sand dunes it was tough underfoot and
rately mapped.
it was very undulating however I think
I managed to catch up with Mike and
Alasdair Pedley, as well as Laura and Me- when you run M21 Elite you expect this
challenge and you know what you are
gan Harrison and Connor Smith.. I asked
some of them if they had a good run. Mike letting yourself in for when you enter.
was very happy, “Yes, “ he said, “ Yes, easi- Championship courses are hard howly my best run for a long time despite still ever they are hard but fair and they
demand you be in the best shape both
being well short of full fitness and losing
physically and mentally to do well.”
time on two controls. A very careless 1
minute mistake early on when I ran to the I wondered what Connor thought of
the number of controls, almost 40!? “I
right feature and looked on the wrong
think the number of controls depends
side (then went away & relocated before
coming back to the same place!) gave me a highly on the type of area. I don't think
good kick to keep focused. The late error lots of long legs would have particularly suited this type of area as it would
was simply through feeling I’d run well
have made you run around a lot of the
after that early error and slowing down
sand dunes whereas having more legs
and shorter legs which, although results in more controls, it forced you
onto the sand dunes and into where
the technicality of the areas lies.”
I caught up with Emma Harrison, and
asked how her British went?
“I had a decent run,” she tells me, “ and
I came 4th on W45L. Given the competition I knew the best I could achieve
really would be 3rd. I lost about 2
minutes on a long safe route when I
Map extract– DevOn
could have held closer to the line. It
was early on and I was being cautious
too much and stopping short of the conwith the map. I was pleased towards
trol. Alasdair Pedley, British M21E champi- the end to not make a 90 degree error
on didn’t seem to think he had, “To be
as my brain was becoming fatigued but
honest, no, I felt like I’d had a very scrappy
I kept focused and checked my comrun, losing little bits of time on lots and
pass so corrected myself in time. I did
lots of controls. There was no huge disasstay in good contact with the map and
ter, but during the middle of the race in
particular, I caught someone up and end- checked all my control descriptions
(not just the numbers!). I felt I was runed up overtaking them 4 or 5 times as I
ning well and was able to keep running.
made little misses on consecutive conI am pleased that my achilles and knee
trols. I think on sand dune areas it’s very
injuries from the summer are resolving
easy to rush things and harder to slow
yourself down and be controlled and acand I am able to run again.”
curate.

River Deep
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British Long Distance Championships
I asked Megan about thenumber of controls, “I would
say 27 controls is pretty
standard for an elite course
and it was planned well with
a mix of short and longs legs
which kept it interesting.”
However, she did also go on
to say, “I struggle to run 11km
and I am only just catching
up on my training, making
sure I’m doing as much as I
can. I think the hardest part is moving
from 20 elite where you run around
8km to 21 elite where you run 11-12km.
It’s taken me the best part of two years
to start moving up the 21 results.” Sister Laura too didn’t feel she had a
great run, “I didn’t have a very good
run, didn’t have the legs for the terrain
and felt like I had no energy so didn’t
go very well!”
I then asked them all whether they
thought holding such a prestigious
event in October was a good time?
Mike,” Yes – but the clash with World

the following morning
I came down with
what was probably flu
shortly followed by a
chest infection. You
can only control the
controllables and
what I did do in the
race I am happy with
so that's a big positive
and there is always
Coming down to the last control– BOF
next near and the next
date is better, but it’s better to have
12 after that to master M21 Elite.”
had a championships this year rather
than not at all. I’d actually done EuI finished up by asking the group if
romeeting the weekend before so was there was anything in particular about
in the swing of racing which helped.
their run that they were really pleased
For me at least, if I’m busy with uni
with? Megan felt she could take away
work etc during the week, it means I
the fact she made no mistakes on her
probably haven’t been mentally prerun. “This is a positive,” she added,
paring as well as I could have been for “because after 18 months with very
a weekend race. It’s easiest to race if
little orienteering due to lockdowns
there’s not too many distractions from and work I struggled to get my head
work etc”
back into terrain orienteering and I
With it being such a tricky area naviga- made many mistakes at the first
tionally I wondered what strategies
events I went to. To run at the British
were used to keep focused. Laura “I
and make no mistakes was a big imslowed everything down and made
provement.”
sure I was always in contact with the
Laura “My navigation resulted in being
map, my thumb didn’t leave the map
quite clean and few mistakes, just a
the whole course! “Exit direction, flow shame my legs couldn’t run at the
through the contours and, after that
same level!” Mike was equally pleased
early stupid error, check control dewith his race, “Staying focused and
scriptions before flowing in and out of recovering from 17th at control 3 to
each control,” added Mike.
4th by 13, holding that to the finish for
Alasdair also added, “Well first of all I
my best BOC long result.”
think whatever strategies I used had
some major room for improvement
given the amount of mistakes I made!
Might sound a bit obvious but reminding myself it was a British Champs
helped – just gives you an extra reason
to check your map/compass when
you’re getting tired and you sometimes just can’t be bothered because it
takes that ounce of mental energy to
Alasdair with is medal & Chutney– BOF
do.”
Cup final weekend was very poor
Connor concurred with Alasdair over
planning, robbing the elite of up to half the physicality and duration of the
Jonathan Emberton’s trophy
a dozen top runners in each category” course, “I missed the final loop of the
Laura didn’t seem fussed either, “The
course after the spectator (control)
and medal haul.
weather wasn’t ideal that day, rainy
not because I wasn't enjoying myself
and cold, which isn’t the best but I
or not because I wasn't navigating
guess this could happen at anytime of very well (in fact it was the opposite
the year so that’s quite tricky to anand I was doing some of the best
swer!” Oh and did it rain? Just a bit!
orienteering I have done in a long
Entrants were promised thunder and while) It was because I was exhaustlightning, and advised to stay off the
ed which at the time was very
dunes and get low! Fortunately the
strange to me because the running is
lightning didn’t appear. Alasdair felt
normally my stronger of the two
that the more traditional time of May
sides of orienteering (running & naviThe last control– wiki
would be better, “I think it’s usual May gating) however later that night and
2020 to January 2021
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Mountain High
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British Long Distance Championships
Pedley Junior was pleased to be Brtish
Champion ! “I did nail a couple of the
longer legs, getting the head up, spotting where I was going and then running hard. I was also happy to keep
pushing to the end as I sometimes
have a tendency to give up a bit after
making mistakes – if you start thinking
“I’m having a bad run” it’s very difficult
to turn it around, even though if you
nail the rest of the course you can still
sometimes end up with a decent result.”
I also spoke to Jonathan Emberton
after his championship run, interestingly, he asked me, “When did you
work out that running off the dunes
and in the slacks would be quicker?” I
replied, “after control 2, when it was
clear that going straight would be slow
and easy to lose contact with the
map.” He replied, “Oh it took me until
about number 4 or 5.” It was clear that
once Jonathan had worked out the
strategy to go hard and fast in the
slacks , and careful from an attack
point, that he was on to a clear winner.
There were some legs where this wasn’t possible, and careful ticking off features on a bearing was required in
some places.
On the Sunday it was back again for a
middle-distance event on the same
area, with even some identical legs,
and controls for M 55½ Graham Lloyd,
who decided to get value for money
by running M21. He wasn’t last, and
beat 4 M21s. Again in a rain swept set
of dunes.

A leg from Jonathan’s course. Illustrating the higher “straight” route in
red, and the lower path in purple, which probably would have been
much much quicker
The vegetation was very well mapped, but impeded progress, success
achieved was by negotiating around the vegetation, knowing which
path you are on. Much of the time it was easier to ignore some of the
detail when running in the slacks.

Last control– BOF
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From the highest dune—wiki

Lost in France
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Plumpton Rocks YHO Middle
AIRE Miles Hill Sprint event
9 Oct

we usually all run different courses. If I
know Will is on the same course and
setting off after me, it does spur me on
40 Jackie Page
33.10
a bit, but both Will and Simon are so
42 Guy Goodair
37.44
much faster than me that I don’t stand
Judith Goodair
m10 (38.27)
a chance unless one of them goes horribly wrong and I have a fantastic run.”
CLARO Yorks Middle Dist
I then asked everyone what they did to
Champs
keep focused in such a tricky area. StePlumpton Rocks 10 Oct
phen jovially replied, “Focused? What
Mens Brown
is this focused thing? Absence of focus
32 Ben Carter
76.13
is the main reason I struggle in wood34 Will Martland
94.49
land. Working on it. At Plumpton, the
Womens Brown
crags keep you focused.” Ben said, “I
Plumpton D Pickersgill– geograph
11 Megan Harrison
46.40
didn’t run fast.” And Aly added that
15 Laura Harrison
61.47
she, “took it super steady and double
“The organisation and planning are
17 Ali Brook
70.09
checked the control descriptions.”
simply first rate. The rocky areas have
Mens Blue
Helen told me, “I talk to myself out
some similarities to urban events - big
1 Simon Martland
40.51
loud about the route “up here to the
hard things that you run between, but
16 Jon Emberton
65.09
second path on the left, then round
the overgrowth is dense, and there are
43 David Harrison
97.47
the patch of fight and it should be
drops.”
Womens Blue
there” Was there anything in particular
Now having been made slightly envi2 Emma Harrison
47.21
you did really well?” For Keith it was,
ous, I asked these few runners whethGreen
“Slow to first control and other more
er they felt they had a good run, Keith
10 Julie Couch
40.42
obscurely placed controls.”
Sykes said, “Yes, because I did better
30 Helen Martland
56.29
than last time I ran there.” Helen Mart34Stephen Warner
58.46
Finally I asked what they felt they did
land felt she was slow. “I think I was
Short Green
very well at. Helen was very pleased
pretty slow, even for me. I struggled
14 Jo Emberton
53.19
with “Fastest split on control 14
with the first control as I find it really
Bob Page
w5
(Green) but it was a very short leg and
hard to navigate in terrain with a lot of
Very Short Green
I’d found 14 before I’d found 13…” Aly
rock and contour detail and on this
2 Keith Sykes
28.21
added, “I used my compass much betcourse, you were straight into it from
6 Rod Shaw
40.46
ter than I have done previously”
the start. Once I got the hang of it, I
8 Jackie Page
43.14
Whereas Stephen said, “Plumpton is
fared a bit better. My biggest mistake
9 Paul Jackson
46.15
good at making you read the descriphowever was entering Blue but acci15 Judith Goodair
58.02
tion before setting off on the next leg.
dentally running Green which con17 Guy Goodair
62.45
Definitely better this year than the first
fused the download team for a bit!”
21 Maggie Shaw
66.07
time I went to Plumpton.” For Ben it
Stephen was satisfied, he told me the
22 Phil Thompson
74.05
was, “able to interpret most of the
he had had “Mostly a decent run rock features well, with the exception
until going into the wooded areas to
of one, which I maintain should have
the north of the rocks, not my forte!
been represented as a cliff and not
The scale confused me at first and I
large boulder!” For Keith it was also
struggled to read the contours. Comthe control descriptions, “Checking
pass bearings helped.” He also told
control sheet to see description of
me, “Read the blessed descriptions or
locations - i.e. bottom or top of crag or
you'll find yourself 3 three metres
in a cave !”
from the control you want. A vertical
three metres..”. Aly Brook mentioned
that the previous days sweeping duties which impacted on her run.
Plumpton-D Pickersgill-Gepgraph
“Plumpton fell the day after the 3
Peaks Fell race where Ben and I had
Keith Sykes’ Prize Coaster
been acting as sweepers for the
Whernside leg so for me the day was
There have been a few events at
about enjoying the interesting terrain
Plumpton Rocks, and sadly I have
rather than racing.” Ben added, “I was
missed them all for various reasons. I taking it easy this day ... so was able to
gathered a few competitors together
really enjoy the place.”
and asked them why I should go there, I asked Helen Martland, as all the famiBen Carter told me, “because it's like
ly attended, was there any family rivalnothing else, it's a 3D maze in lovely
ry? “I’m not very competitive so there
well kept surroundings!” Aly Brook
isn’t much family rivalry especially as
2020 to January 2021
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added, “Plumpton is a multi tiered terrain with sandstone outcrops and an
ornamental lake. My favourite control
was wedged in the roof of a rock shelter. It's an interesting fun area for orienteering.” Stephen Warner added,

Sandy
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Northwitch & Tankersley CST
DEE North West Urban League
Northwich 10 October
Course 4
4 Dick Spendlove

37.29

95 Rebecca Lloyd

101:26 65

6 Green Men (length 5.0km, climb 115m,
26 controls)
1 Jonathan Emberton 36:55 100
6 Mike Pedley
43:46 96
71 Ian Couch
83:22 64
75 Paul Jackson
88:22 61

Graham Lloyd approaches a...PIT! -A Udris

Dick’s map from Northwitch.

SYO CompassSport Cup final
Tankersley, Hesley & Parkin
Woods 17 Oct
1 Brown (length 9.2km, climb 245m, 36
controls)
5 Alasdair Pedley
51:00 100
36 Connor Smith
81:55 88
47 Dan Sutcliffe
95:24 82

7 Veterans Short Green (length 3.5km,
climb 75m, 18 controls)
16 Richard Spendlove 37:31 98
30 Julie Couch
42:45 93
56 Keith Sykes
49:51 83
106 Bob Page
99:46 65
Richard Payne
42:04 Missing no
14 mp
8A Green Junior Men (length 5.1km, climb
150m, 25 controls)
21 Luke Barraclough 54:02 90
22
William Martland
23
55:15 88
26 Seth Barraclough 82:49 82

2 Short Brown (length 8.0km, climb 210m,
33 controls)
9A Orange Men (length 3.2km, climb 55m,
39 Matthew Tinker
80:00 88
16 controls)
44 Ben Carter
83:13 85
28
Joseph Barraclough
29
44:54 94
3 Blue Women (length 6.7km, climb 175m,
32 controls)
10 Supervets Short Green (length 2.7km,
13 Megan Harrison
61:21 100
climb 55m, 14 controls)
25 Viv Barraclough
77:07 96
9 Gill Ross 46:08 94
34 Aly Brook
89:52 90
14 Rod Shaw
50:48 88
Gilly Markham
103:27 Missing no 9
17 Judith Goodair
52:03 84
38 Jackie Page
76:13 64
4 Blue Men (length 6.8km, climb 205m, 32 41 Margaret Shaw
83:54 60
controls)
43 Guy Goodair
118:25 58
2 James Logue
49:43 100
Philip Thompson
68:27 Missing no 4
12 Graham Lloyd EPOC 70:37 90
62 David Harrison
81:23 80
Towards the end of October EPOC made
the short journey to the north of Shef5 Green Women (length 4.9km, climb
field to the intricate, undergrowthy Tank105m, 24 controls)
ersly.
8 Emma Harrison
42:08 99
Like the British the weather was pretty
34 Laura Harrison
56:00 91
grim, but things perked up later. This was
61 Helen Martland
72:25 79
maybe the year that EPOC might win the
63 Helen Pedley
72:51 78
Compass Sport Trophy after many years
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of trying. Sadly this was not to be, despite FVO moving up to the Cup for larger clubs.
I caught up with James Logue after the
event. I had seen him on the way out
through the woods, he was absolutely
caning it, as if he were running on the
track. I said, is this your first time at
Tankersley, “ Yes,” he replied, “First time
ever running there, really enjoyed it.” I
wondered how he felt his run went. “I
felt I had a decent run, I know I was hesitant at times but managed to get the result we required. The game plan was to
stick to paths as much as possible, run
fast when I got the chance and take my
time from path to pit. I Decided not to
rush the fine nav at all and cut back to
the nearest path once I had got the control.”
This edition of the epistle I have been
asking people a question about how they
focused. Tankersly, with its pits, and vegetation, one bit looks much like the rest.
So how did James focus? “With so many
controls in a small area there wasn't really time to lose focus and the area made
focusing essential too. I Did manage to
get a bit complacent 2 controls from the
end and ran off at a 90degree angle
which was very confusing.” This was a
reflection on the quality of the planning,
as lots of confused folk were seen
scratching heads. I then asked James
what he felt he did really well at, “On 3
occasions I headed off from a path and
couldn't quite find the control, I very
quickly went back to the path rather than
wandering in circles trying to relocate was very glad I did that. “
This is clearly a good tactic and one I shall
be using in future.
Gill Ross had previously run at Tankersley so knew what to expect, hoping the
different wood would be better. “I have
run at Tankersley quite a few times and
have nearly always had problems with
the pits so when I realised that our
course was on a different part of the
wood I had hoped that it wouldn't have
so many pits. However I was wrong
about that and my first control was a pit
which should have been really easy to
find just in from a path junction. I really
struggled to find the control eventually
returning to the path junction twice before being successful. After that it was
slightly easier going with some obvious
catching features until my number 7
when I again lost the ability to read the
map with all the contour features. Following that I was ok but didn't feel that I
had done particularly well so was surprised to find that I had scored for EPOC”

Run to the Hills
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Scunthorpe
HALO Yorkshire Urban League
Scunthorpe 24 Oct
Course A 8.4km 25m
3 Daniel Sutciffe

63.27

Course B 6.7km 25m
9 Megan Harrison

60.57

10 David Harrison

63.08

Course C 5.6km 15m
6 Emma Harrison

46.18

Course D 4.6km 10m
1 Richard Payne

41.05

28 Bob Page

82.42

planned with plenty of route choices,
which is more important than surroundings. At least we didn’t go through any
really dodgy estates (as happened in
Gainsborough in 2019). As I had travelled
alone I wasn’t planning to stay after the
event anyway. While there may not have
been any great sights, I did get cheerful
and friendly encouragement from passers by, which is always nice to
have. Cheap food and drink in the community café was an added bonus.”
One of the ways Arabella kept her focus
that opting for a late start meant that
almost all of her age group rivals had
gone long before she did so she wasn’t

Course E 3.3km 10m
3 Arabella Woodrow

40.49

5 Gill Ross

44.03

8 Jackie Page

49.19

9 Guy Goodair

49.21

15 Judith Goodair

53.14

28 Fred Ross

74.18

Jane Payne

m14

Arabella Woodrow felt she had a good
run, mainly because…” I finished in first
place, but maybe not because it was
actually only 1st equal. That said, before I
downloaded I felt that the run was going
well as I didn’t make any major mistakes,
and any time lost due to (the usual) hesitations was probably time well spent in
preventing unforced errors.
That said, the last few controls were in a
housing estate which was full of tiny
intricacies which I found hard to see
clearly on the map (notwithstanding
wearing my half moon O specs and using the magnifying part of my compass),
and I am sure I lost time there, but maybe others did too. I also considered my
last minute decision to wear a waterproof was a good one, as there was a
bitter wind coming from the direction of
the North Sea, and the early sunshine
was soon fading. I would have been frozen without it! As it was chilly, I did a
more comprehensive warm up than usual so didn’t have to spend the first 10
mins feeling puffed out.”

The area was not in the centre of Scunthorpe but to the NW in Crosby and
Frodingham. The weather had been
dreadful leaving home but had stopped
when we got there. The logistics were
good with the start and finish quite close
to a free car park. The starter allowed
runners to go off early so we took advantage to avoid any heavy rain.
Unfortunately, the area was very linear
with lots of rectangular blocks. This must
have made planning quite difficult. Half
the course length was made up of four
long legs involving many right angle
turns but not technically difficult. The
most interesting legs were in a couple of
tricky housing estates at the beginning
and end of the course.
As with quite a few events of late I started poorly and made my only real mistake of the day. There was a fenced off
out of bounds area which was shown
with a red hatched symbol and it took
me a while to relate the two. It cost me
less than a minute but made me concentrate harder for the rest of the race and
there were no more mistakes.

Judith Stalking Guy Goddaire in Scunny

distracted by worrying if they would all
come past her. “If I felt that I might not
have picked the shortest route to a control, (often I might choose a slightly longer way with fewer route decisions etc so
as to minimise the risk of making a
wrong turn) rather than spend time
wondering whether to change it I tried
to run harder instead to make speed
count over time lost hesitating at junctions.”

I wondered if there were stand out moment. “I always try to do my best but
when things go awry it is usually when I
let myself get distracted or lose concentration, neither of which happened on
that day. Reminding myself at each conI wondered what attracted Arabella to
trol that every second counts. This alScunthorpe, as it was not noted for it
ways helps near the end when I am getarchitectural heritage, other than the
ting tired, but in the end I could have
steelworks. “This was the first time I had
done with just one extra second as I was
ever set foot in Scunthorpe, but its architied for 1st !”
tectural reputation had not escaped me.
Richard and Jayne Payne couldn’t resist
With urban events, however, I don’t
choose them because of where they are the attractions of Scunthorpe either. The
(apart from distance considerations) as I attraction being a top three place in the
YHOA Urban League for Richard.
don’t really want to be distracted while
competing. Nor was I, but this was just
about me and the map. It was well

been running most of these events this
year and was looking to secure second
place overall in the league with a good
run.

Jane and I travelled to Scunthorpe for a
Yorkshire Urban League race. I have
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I made myself keep close to the map in
the tricky areas slowing my pace down
and knowing the control description well
in advance. For the longer legs I was able
to speed up looking to find the best
route using open areas like car parks or
parks to cut across some of the right
angles.
My arch rival and Urban League winner,
Bill Hanley didn’t enter the event so I
managed to win and get the 100 points
and secure second place overall.

Scunthorpe Cente– wiki
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East Anglian Urban
CUOC Cambridge City 30 Oct
Course 5
28 Juliet Morgan
45.12
29
David Morgan 45.38
NOR Norwich City Urban 31 Oct
Course 5
10 David Morgan
80.45
11 Juliet Morgan
84.00
The historic cities of Cambridge and Norwich should provide lots of interest, especially with all the old colleges of the Uni.
David and Juliet Morgan made the journey
south east.
Here David talks us through his experience.
Cambridge was a bit disappointing as
Covid restrictions meant that the majority
of University areas were OOB. If you look
the colleges are all olive green though the
black lines denoting the lawns etc are still
there. Juliet will be giving further details.
Norwich was very different and thank
goodness we were given 1:4000 maps.

Looking at the two events, Cambridge
3.2km (gps on the ground distance 4.2km).
Fastest M75 28mins. Norwich 3.1km (gps on
the ground distance with two small mistakes 6.2km). Fastest M75 48 mins.
Was it worth 3 nights away in the motorhome and 400 plus miles - yes it was a
break and full marks to Norwich for the
park and ride bus. Regular service, large
car park just off A11 and no height barriers.
The bus service to and from Cambridge
from the campsite left a lot to be desired in
terms of punctuality .
Juliet gives us her take on the event.
Saturday, Cambridge - a wet start but dry
and sunny by the time we were out on the
course.
Assembly/event centre was certainly different than any other we've been to (photos attrached) beside the River Cam at
a pub (the oldest on the river) with university boat crews training from their base on
opposite
bank.
Download
etc was
under a
gazebo but
they provided a
small room
for bag
drop and
there were
toilets
outside.
We had
lunch in
the pub
afterwards.
Dave and Juliet’s course Cambridge
Courses
Initially it was fairly straight forward
did get into the city centre which was very
though one leg required either significant
busy - lots of tourists, especially around
back tracking or a huge roundabout route. Kings College, which were difficult to get
Three areas were particularly tricky. The
through at times. Due to covid no access
first #7 - #10 was an area of dense housing was allowed into any of the college
on quite a steep slope, it was very easy to
grounds which was disappointing. We felt
find yourself the wrong side of a wall and
it was too easy - not enough route choice.
be 15ft below the control. #12 - #15 were in We both did the same course of 3.2kms as
the castle grounds. Again easy to get the
Hyper Vets. David was 8th in 45.38 mins
wrong side of an uncrossable wall and lose (winner took 27.59) and I was 3rd in 45.12
time. The real sting in the tail was #15. We
mins (winner 39.37).
had been warned that some areas had
Sunday, Norwich - a dry start to the day
gated access. The majority were closed but but turned wet by the time we were out on
not locked and we were asked to ensure
the course.
that they remained closed. They could be
Event centre was at a school near the caaccess in either direction. These were
thedral and the course took us into the
marked by standard purple crossing point centre of Norwich including the castle
symbols. There is one to the north of ~15
grounds.
and two to the west. However there were Again we did the same course - 3.1 kms this
also some locked gates that needed push
time and we both came second in our rebutton operation and could only be used in spective classes but on a course 100m
one direction. These were marked with
shorter than Cambridge we both took alpurple arrow symbols. One can be seen to most twice as long - David 80.45 mins
the east of 15. On the day, with rain, wet
(winner 46.00) and I took 84.00mins
glasses and strong winds flapping the map, (winner 72.00).
these proved problematical to some runThe course was much more challenging
ners.
than Cambridge with several small com-
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plex areas on different levels - use of the
description sheets for exact control loca-

The pub near assembly
tion was important in route choices. The
map had been blown up to 1:4000 but details were still difficult to see especially
with rain on our glasses. We would have
found it impossible at a smaller scale!

The River Cam

The castle &market area of Norwich

It’s in the Trees
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MDOC Double Header
MDOC NW Sprint Champs
Macclesfield West 30 Oct
Course 2

race 1

Caddihoe Chase (New Forest)
Race 2

Total

7 Ben Carter
8 Matthew Tinker1

18.54 9th
8.09 8th1

19.03 6th
9.50 8th

37.57
37.59

Course 5
7 Roy Lindsell
13 Judith Goodair
14 Jackie Page
17 Guy Goodair
18 Bob Page
25 Arabella Woodrow

15.32 6th
15.20 1st
4.55 5th
18.08 9th
18.18 10th
26.01 13th

13.37 4th
15.51 1st
16.38 9th
18.19 9th
18.47 10th
14.37 4th

29.09
31.11
31.33
36.28
37.08
40.38

22 Ben Carter
Course 4
10 Richard Payne
Course 5
9 Roy Lindsell
13 Arabella Woodrow
24 Jackie Page
25 Jane Payne
28 Judith Goodair
29 Guy Goodair
36 Sue Levinson

58.37
52.06
37.49
38.40
43.19
44.53

47.11
47.23
55.51

I managed to catch up with Sue Levinson and Ben Carter after the event at
Knutsford I asked the whether they felt
they had had a good run. Sue said, “not
really, I got to control 13 and realised I
hadn’t punched 12 so had to go back up
the hill!”” Ben however said, “Yes - even
though I've lost a bit of fitness I think I
did ok. I was quite frustrated with myself on the 2nd day (Day 1 was the Macclesfield sprint) as I lost out at a road
crossing that wasn't timed out, and
when I saw the results the time I had to
wait would have advanced me many
places (I saw others able to cross immediately)
I wondered about the area, and Sue felt
the ara was the same as anywhere else,
but Ben added that in Macclesfield
there were housing estates not dissimilar to Skelmersdale.
In terms of focus Ben told me he
slowed down for the intricate bits
and ,”only planned a couple of legs
ahead.” Sue, however, said, “I crossed
to the correct side of the road as soon
as I could for the next control and then
counted road junctions.
“Anything you felt you did really well?” I
asked. Ben,” As the starts were quite
relaxed I waited until it stopped raining!”
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Day 2 19th Sept 2021
Green 4.95 km 155m 14 controls
Dick Spendlove 23rd 60m 33s

PFO Saturday Series Wycoller
16 Oct
Light Green 3.1km 125m
8 Julie Graham

59.08

PFO Saturday Series Witton
Park Blackburn 23 Oct

MDOC NW Urban League
Knutsford 31 Oct
Course 2

Day 1 18th Sept 2021
Green 4 km 70m 14 controls
Dick Spendlove2nd 51m 24s

Macclesfield Map Extract

Knutsford Map Extract

Blue 6.5km 170m
Darren Graham
m17-25
Short Green 4.1km 110m
6 Jackie Page
76.51
Light Green 4.1km 100m
2 Julie Graham
51.37
Darren Graham felt he had a good run
at Witton, despite some “issues!” such
as forgetting a compass. Most CP's I
managed to find without the aid of a
compass. I did get 'muddled up' a couple of times where a compass would
have quickly solved it. Witton Park
was really good. The courses within
the park were well mixed with woods
and paths. Parking was easy and free
I really had to concentrate in the
woods due to not having a compass.
Being able to identify land markings
from the map helped. Also, trying to
not be too far behind Chris Goddard in
the results........which didn't really
work.” Darren felt that he did have
some stand out moments.
“Reading the map in the woods after I
went wrong in the middle of the
course (out of the woods and it was a
straight clear route that I messed up).”

Witton Park-Wiki
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Monday, Wednesday & Friday Events

Calderdale
Monday
Runs and walks

Graham Lloyd is now a UK athletics
licensed Leader in Running Fitness,
which means that he is qualified to lead
these runs. Anybody is welcome to join
in and invitations have been sent out to
local clubs.
All abilities catered for with the faster
runners either looping back to the
slower ones, or taking a longer route
where possible, no runner is left behind, but might choose to cut their run
short.
On the first Monday of the month the
runs will take place from a local café.
Otherwise the runs move around Calderdale .
If you want take part then you will need
to join the Monday Runs WhatsApp
group. If you are a luddite and don’t
possess a capable phone, get in touch
with Graham and he will contact you
via email, or text.
We run for about an hour, starting at
10:00 hours, but have been known to
get carried away. Location details are
usually What’sApped as soon as an accurate weather forecast is released. So
sometime as late as Sunday evening.
Runners are encouraged to bring a flask
and a snack for afterwards.
Please invite your friends.
For further details
Please contact Graham egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk.He’ll add you to the
What’sApp group.
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WRINKLIES’
WEDNESDAY RUN
and WALK: THE
RETURN

The Wednesday wrinklies in earlier times enjoying a phot opp on the
Golden Gate Bridge, San
Francisco.

These walks and runs are back in
full swing.

“It never ceases to
amaze me how lucky we
are to live in this area”

There are faster and slower runs
and walks arranged each week,
in the countryside, across the
three EPOC areas. We meet at
10a.m. and run or walk for 1-2
hours ending with lunch
(optional) in cafes, pubs or outdoors. Details will be sent out on
Sunday,16thMay.
If you would like to join in please
E-Mail Jackie Page at
jpage2729@gmail.com
If you are already on the Wrinklies list you will be contacted
automatically.

Friday Morning
wrinklies’ bike
ride
Originally started by Anthony
Greenwood I believe, these still
have a core of EPOC members and
other assorted hangers on who turn
up to be beasted by the ever increasing numbers of riders on ebikes. These rides are now coordinated by Martin Ellis who sometimes comes on the Monday runs
These rides are a movable feast and
rotate around the area. Generally
they are off road, but each ride
leader will let you know what sort
of bike is needed, from a hybrid, a
gravel or cross, to a full on single
track mountain bike. Rides start at
10:00 and last for two hours. If you
want to be on the mailing list email
Graham Lloyd at egrahamlloyd@yahoo.co.uk and he will
forward on your details

Dibs
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YHOA Leagues
Yorkshire Superleague 2022
One more event for 2021
HALO’s event at Twigmoor

20/02/2022

Burley and Ilkley Moors– AIRE

26/02/2022

Big Moor-SYO

27/02/2022

Wharncliffe Woods-SYO

28/08/2022

White Rose, Yorkshire-EBOR

18/09/2022

Conistone North– AIRE

30/10/2022

Ogden Water –EPOC

Here are the events for 2022’s
YHOA Superleague.

06/11/2022

EBOR

Remember these events are all
likely to be pre-entry.

20/11/2022

CLARO

04/12/2022

HALO
So EPOC’s Urban league winners are as follows Simon
Martland Men’s
Super Vet, Arabela Woodrow
Women’s Ultra
Vet, Judith
Goodair Wom-

en’e Hyper Vet.

Megan Harrison Women’s Open 3rd, Richard Payne Men’s Ultravet 2nd, Gill Ross
Women’s Ultravet 3rd & Guy Goodair
Men’s Hyper Vet 3rd.

https://www.oxfordfusion.com/ukul/
index.cfm?&Org=6

The YHOA Superleague website has been updated. http://
www.yhoa.org.uk/yorkshiresuperleague/

Yorkshire Urban league 2022
19/03/2022 Thirsk– EBOR
10/04/2022 Halifax (Akroydon) -EPOC
29/05/2022 York-EBOR
25/06/2022 Leconfield/Hull University– HALO
26/06/2022 Beverley-HALO
17/07/2022 SYO
23/07/2022 Huddersfield (Lindley)-EPOC
24/07/2022 Huddersfield (Birkby)-EPOC
11/09/2022 Ripon- CLARO
22/10/2022 HALO

07/11/2021

Breezy Knees –York– EBOR

Yorkshire Night league 2021-2022
Date

Club

Location

20 Nov 21

CLARO

Pinewoods, Harrogate

04 Dec 21

HALO

Central Park, Scunthorpe

18 Dec 21

EPOC

Newmillerdam, Wakefield

08 Jan 22

AIRE

Gotts Park, Leeds

15 Jan 22

SYO

Blacka Moor, Sheffield

22 Jan 22

EBOR

Earswick, York

Night Orienteers queueing up at
registration pre-covid.

http://www.yhoa.org.uk/yhoa-night-league/
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Start
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Position
1 (12)
2 (159 -2)
3 (165 -3)
4 (316 -3)
5 (324 -4)
6 (337 -1)
7 (338 -1)
8 (354 -1)
9 (494 -1)
10 (610 +30)
11 (703 -3)
12 (727)
13 (734 -3)
14 (871 -7)
15 (893 -5)
16 (901 -6)
17 (930 -4)
18 (1005 -5)
19 (1075 -6)
20 (1103 -8)
21 (1163 -7)
22 (1399 -9)
23 (1484 -5)
24 (1609 -4)
25 (1632 -5)
26 (1660 -6)
27(1685 -10)
28 (1735 -3)
29 (2067 -2)
30 (2193 -7)
31 (2257 +1)
32 (2257 +1)
33 (2302 -2)
34 (2397 -11)
35 (2422 -3)
36 (2432 -4)
37 (2440 -2)
38 (2510 -1)
39 (2621 -2)
40 (2749 -4)
41 (2768 -4)
42 (2774 -4)
43 (2779 -3)
44 (2875 -3)
45 (3007 -5)
46 (3012 -5)
47 (3051 -7)
48 (3063 -6)
49 (3124 +23)
50 (3197 -51)
50 (3296 -8)
52 (3365 -4)
53 (3374 -3)
54 (3402 -4)
55 (3752)
56 (3842 -3)

Prior
1
3
2
4
5
6
8
7
9
10
13 (1W)
11 (2w)
12
14
17
20 (3w)
15 (4w)
16
18
19 (5w)
21 (6w)
22
23
24
29
25
27 (7w)
26 (8w)
28 (9w)
32 (10w)
62 (11w)
30
31
33
34
36
35 (12w)
37
38 (13w)
40
39
41 (14w)
42 (15w)
44 (16w)
48 (17w)
45
46 (18w)
47
50 (19w)
49 (20w)
52
51
53
57 (21w)
60 (22w)
54
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Name
Alasdair Pedley
Simon Martland
James Logue
Andy Thorpe
Connor Smith
Jonathan Emberton
Phil Scarf
Simon Bourne
Mike Pedley
Daniel Sutcliffe
Lindsay McMillan
Emma Harrison
Matthew Tinker
Graham Lloyd
Ben Carter
Megan Harrison
Laura Harrison
Richard Payne
David Averill
Sarah Pedley
Jackie Scarf
Richard Spendlove
Julian Green
David Harrison
William Martland
Ian Couch
Aly Brook
Julie Couch
Helen Pedley
Helen Martland
Gillian Markham
Paul Jackson
Keith Sykes
Stephen Warner
Roy Lindsell
Brian Mellor
Arabella Woodrow
Neil Croasdell
Linda Hayles
James Wetherill
Rod Shaw
Gill Ross
Judith Goodair
Jackie Page
Joanna Emberton
Guy Goodair
Rebecca Lloyd
Robert Page
Jane Payne
Susanne Levinson
Mike Thorpe
Michael Wood
Fred Ross
Margaret Shaw
Viv Barraclough
Philip Thompson

Gender
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
F
M

Total
8356
7860
7838
7613
7609
7576
7574
7556
7407
7288
7220
7206
7200
7078
7065
7056
7032
6980
6931
6912
6871
6695
6624
6529
6514
6490
6476
6431
6167
6070
6015
6015
5969
5876
5854
5848
5839
5767
5641
5494
5467
5461
5448
5319
5124
5118
5064
5044
4928
4799
4586
4429
4394
4341
3393
3166

Event scores to count
1385, 1392, 1395, 1391, 1401, 1392
1315, 1307, 1302, 1307, 1309, 1320
1296, 1305, 1336, 1295, 1310, 1296
1269, 1265, 1285, 1265, 1264, 1265
1255, 1265, 1259, 1305, 1253, 1272
1258, 1255, 1258, 1284, 1264, 1257
1254, 1253, 1266, 1276, 1256, 1269
1230, 1254, 1273, 1265, 1247, 1287
1230, 1230, 1236, 1235, 1245, 1231
1233, 1209, 1214, 1205, 1207, 1220
1235, 1208, 1181, 1186, 1211, 1199
1211, 1193, 1189, 1241, 1185, 1187
1217, 1199, 1202, 1191, 1196, 1195
1167, 1197, 1165, 1193, 1181, 1175
1167, 1185, 1190, 1168, 1183, 1172
1159, 1151, 1176, 1151, 1209, 1210
1157, 1166, 1170, 1181, 1182, 1176
1161, 1167, 1163, 1150, 1157, 1182
1140, 1168, 1154, 1170, 1154, 1145
1164, 1138, 1146, 1140, 1163, 1161
1209, 1119, 1200, 1125, 1102, 1116
1114, 1140, 1104, 1112, 1122, 1103
1113, 1092, 1124, 1100, 1061, 1134
1100, 1079, 1086, 1070, 1082, 1112
1048, 1135, 1050, 1060, 1123, 1098
1084, 1068, 1081, 1069, 1096, 1092
1116, 1067, 1083, 1054, 1083, 1073
1060, 1082, 1081, 1077, 1064, 1067
1019, 1031, 1029, 1049, 1032, 1007
999, 994, 1000, 1023, 996, 1058
1000, 999, 1002, 1044, 969, 1001
998, 987, 999, 1056, 995, 980
963, 971, 1041, 1059, 970, 965
996, 983, 934, 1001, 960, 1002
960, 968, 982, 965, 1000, 979
969, 951, 1013, 981, 963, 971
972, 959, 1021, 983, 958, 946
935, 975, 974, 990, 945, 948
936, 904, 966, 913, 967, 955
927, 892, 882, 945, 881, 967
879, 937, 902, 936, 923, 890
893, 910, 901, 900, 945, 912
906, 904, 915, 889, 950, 884
868, 903, 917, 889, 878, 864
945, 859, 820, 815, 843, 842
842, 859, 836, 891, 835, 855
857, 821, 827, 826, 850, 883
888, 795, 842, 809, 843, 867
826, 803, 885, 809, 804, 801
775, 837, 863, 754, 757, 813
868, 815, 748, 731, 718, 706
888, 786, 613, 844, 565, 733
722, 746, 750, 715, 745, 716
690, 696, 823, 689, 696, 747
1078, 1192, 1123
703, 570, 601, 717, 575

Running Man
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British Orienteering Ranking Scores
Current
57 (3955 -9)
58 (3972 -10)
59 (4001 -10)
60 (4038 -11)
61 (4085 -14)
62 (4086 -14)
63 (4112 -15)
64 (4242 -19)
65 (4388 -14)
66 (4465 -15)
67 (4660 -13)
68 (4876 -11)
69(4950 -11)
70 (4954 -11)
71 (4988 -9)
72 (5082 -9)
73 (5267 -7)
74 (5400 -8)
75 (5489 -10)

Prior
Name
68
Juliet Morgan (23w)
70
David Morgan
63
John Elliott
61
Joy Mellor
64
Bob Steeper
58
William Barraclough
69
Ciaran Bourne
43
Mathew Averill
88
Martyn Hodgson
67
Bryan Parkinson
71
James Williams
72
Leah Stuart (24W)
73
Richard Stuart
New Entry Emily Thompson(25W)
74
Jane Hodgson (26W)
New Entry
Steve Lowe
New Entry
Seth Barraclough
New Entry
Christopher Coles
75
Kyne Bordon (27W)

Gender
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F

Total
2867
2828
2706
2593
2488
2487
2416
2199
1995
1868
1299
1108
1062
1061
1044
985
872
749
593

Event scores to count
796, 771, 620, 680
692, 713, 717, 706
913, 881, 912
445, 564, 511, 536, 537
859, 782, 847
1263, 1224
801, 711, 904
1120, 1079
1005, 990
862, 1006
1299
1108
1062
1061
1044
985
872
749
593

Here are the British Orienteering rankings up
to the middle of November. With loads more
events since the last Epistle positions have
changed a little. Gilly Markham has made a
huge leap. We see more new entries. This
month I have included the national rankings
in brackets with where you have moved nationally in red) The Prior column is where you
were last epistle and all the women’s placings
this time in brackets.
If you click or use the link below, or you
search British Orienteering Rankings. You can
hover over the event score and it will tell you
what event.
Also if you go to this link you can play with the rankings
list. Select EPOC from the drop down menu and click
filter. If you click your name you get all your events going back to 2010!
https://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/
rankings+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=uk

Remember you can also see a graph of your ranking
progress.

2020 to January 2021
Nov November
-Dec 2021
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Fixtures Click here to link to BO event diary.
The events listed here are from the BOF Event Diary in a 150
mile radius of EPOC centre (Mirfield!). It does not include
VOCs. mid weeks , or . All fixtures listed below are subject
to Government COVID 19 restrictions and you must check
with the organisng club regarding safety protocols, preentry and if the event is going ahead.
Date

Event Name

Sat 20/11/21
21/11/21

SELOC Night- Tandle Hill

Green are Regional events. Yellow are National events. Blue are
EPOC events. Non highlighted events are ‘local’ events or activities. Almost certainly all events are likely to be pre entry, with
the bigger events filling up fast.

Level
Local

Club
SELOC

Venue
Tandle Hill Country Park

Town Near
Oldham

Galoppen- Event Full

Regional

LOC

Great Tower

Newby Bridge

Sun 21/11/21

NE Score Championships

Regional

CLOK

Dales Town Moor

Thirsk

Sun 21/11/21

British Schools O Champs

National

HH

Stowe Park

Buckingham

Sun 28/11/21

YHOA SuperLeague

Regional

EPOC

Honley Woods

Huddersfield

Sat 04/12/21

YHOA Night League - Central Park

Regional

HALO

Central Park and Kingsway

Scunthorpe

Sat 04/12/21

NWNL Nick o'Pendle

Local

PFO

Nick o'Pendle

Clitheroe

Sat 04/12/21

Veteran Home International - Ind

National

SLOW

Winterfold & Pitch Hill

Sun 05/12/21

HALO Regional - Twigmoor Middle

Regional

HALO

Twigmoor Woods

Scunthorpe

Lakeland Warrior ELITE Races

Regional

MA

YMCA Lakeside

Hawkshead/Newby B

Sun 05/12/21

Nick o'Pendle

Regional

PFO

Nick o'Pendle

Clitheroe

Sun 05/12/21

Veteran Home - Relays

National

SLOW

Glovers Wood

Crawley

Sun 12/12/21

Ayton Moor

Regional

CLOK

Ayton Moor

Great Ayton

Sun 12/12/21

SROC autumn series event 3

Local

SROC

Eaves Wood

Silverdale

Sat 18/12/21

YHOA Night League

Regional

EPOC

Newmillerdam

Wakefield

Sun 19/12/21

Regional Event

Regional

EPOC

Newmillerdam

Wakefield

Tue 28/12/21

Regional Event

Regional

EBOR

York University

York

Sat 01/01/22

SROC New Year Cracker

Local

SROC

Arnside Knott

Arnside

Sat 08/01/22

YHOA Night League

Regional

AIRE

Gotts Park

Leeds

Sun 09/01/22

Regional Event

Regional

AIRE

Calverley

Bradford

Sat 15/01/22

YHOA Night League

Regional

YHOA

Blacka Moor

Sheffield

Sun 16/01/22

Regional Event

Regional

YHOA

Blacka Moor

Sheffield

Sat 22/01/22

YHOA Night League

Regional

YHOA

Earswick

York

Sat 29/01/22

East Midlands League 2022

Regional

EMOA

Chatsworth

Baslow

Sat 29/01/22

Stockton Riverside Sprint

Regional

NEOA

W/E 04-05/12/21

Don’t forget many of these events will not be entry on the day, but pre entry only. They will fill up.
If you don’t want to be disappointed, put the entries date in/on you calendar so you can see when to enter.
2020 to January 2021
Nov November
-Dec 2021
issue 266

Run Rudolph Run
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Fixtures Click here to link to BO event diary.
The events listed here are from the BOF Event Diary in a 150
mile radius of EPOC centre (Mirfield!). It does not include
VOCs. Or mid weeks All fixtures listed below are subject to
Government COVID 19 restrictions and you must check with
the organisng club regarding safety protocols, pre-entry
and if the event is going ahead.
Date

Event Name

Green are Regional events. Yellow are National events. Blue are
EPOC events. Non highlighted events are ‘local’ events or activities. Almost certainly all events are likely to be pre entry, with
the bigger events filling up fast.

Level

Club

Venue

Town Near

Sun 30/01/22

Midlands Championships

National

EMOA

Sherwood Forest

Edwinstowe

Sun 06/02/22

Graystone Moor Long Distance

Regional

NEOA

Graystone Moor

Whitby

Sun 13/02/22

Regional Event

Regional

YHOA

Sat 19/02/22

British Night Championships

Major

YHOA

Ilkley Moor

Ilkley

Sun 20/02/22

National Event and YHOA SL

National

YHOA

Burley and Ilkley Moors

Ilkley

Sat 26/02/22

SYO 50th Anniversary YHOA SL

National

YHOA

Big Moor

Sheffield

Sun 27/02/22

SYO 50th Anniversary YHOA SL

National

YHOA

Wharncliffe Woods

Sheffield

Sun 06/03/22

British Middle Championships

Major

EAOA

Rushmere

Leighton Buzzard

Sun 06/03/22

Regional Event

Regional

YHOA

North Yorkshire Water
Park

Scarborough

Sun 13/03/22

CompassSport Cup Heat

National

YHOA

Cawthorne & Keldy

Pickering

Sat 19/03/22

YHOA Urban League

Regional

YHOA

Thirsk

Thirsk

Sat 19/03/22

Duddon Spring Weekend Day I
Sprint

Local

NWOA

Ash Bank

Seathwaite

Sat 19/03/22

Duddon Day 1 Middle Distance

Regional

NWOA

Mesopotamia

Seathwaite

Sun 20/03/22

Acorn National long Distance

National

NEOA

Boltby Forest

Thirsk

Sun 20/03/22

East Midlands Championships
2022

National

EMOA

Stanton Moor

Matlock

Sun 20/03/22

Duddon Spring Weekend Day 2
Long

Regional

NWOA

Caw

Seathwaite

Sat 26/03/22

British Orienteering Championships

Major

SEOA

Golden Valley & Cognor
Wood

Haslemere

Sun 27/03/22

Regional Event

Regional

YHOA

Sun 27/03/22

British Relay Championships

Major

SEOA

Harrogate

Harrogate
Iron Hill and Parkgate
Rough

Wow what a lot of fixtures over the
next four months.!

Great Tower for example had a limit
of 300.

I have put in to the end of March, as
many of these events are having pre
entry only and many have got entry
limits on them.

Also there are a lot of National and
Major events coming up in early 2022
and these often have stepped prices
with cheaper entry fees for those that
enter the earliest.

Orienteers need to plan well ahead if
they don’t want to miss out.
2020 to January 2021
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On The Lighter Side
This Epistle magazine and its content is copyright of East Pennine Orienteering Club- © 2021 All rights reserved.
Any redistribution or reproduction of part or all of the contents in any form is prohibited other than the following:

•
•

you may print or download to a local hard disk extracts or the entire magazine for your personal and non-commercial use only

you may copy the content to individual third parties for their personal use, but only if you acknowledge the magazine as the source of the material
You may not, except with our express written permission, distribute or commercially exploit the content. Nor may you transmit it or store it in any other
website or other form of electronic retrieval system. All copyright holders have been credited where possible.

Deadline for copy for the next issue is 17th January 2022
Helping at an
EPOC event?
Don’t forget you can have
half price entry to any
EPOC event when you
help out at an event in
some way. If you need to
pre-enter an event the
discount code is available
from the event organiser
to claim a helper discount!

On The Lighter Side
Thanks to the internet for
these!
Several issues ago I related the story
of the sport of extreme ironing,
where people had to iron in extreme
situations.

Witney, Oxfordshire in 2018. Family
team the Hundred Acre Edwards' (Ben, Fleur and Alex Edwards along with Megan Harrison,
we have no idea if this is EPOC’s
Megan or not), (mum says no)
snagged the top prize in their categoIf you’d prefer your past times more ry, while seven-year-old Charlie Rogenteel, then how about taking part man won the individual round. Charin the World Pooh Sticks Champion- lie came third the year before, so it
ships? The world championships took was great to see him on form this
year, watching his stick travel along
place on the River Windrush in
the five-metre long course

Well apparently it’s not just on the
top of cliffs.
This was the most extreme ironing. I
an aquarium, with Sharks. I really
hope the iron wasn't plugged in.
Remember folks DO NOT TRY THIS
AT HOME!
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